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Rest In Peace?

“Leave the dead to bury the dead, but go
thou and preach the Kingdom of God” (Luke
9:60) takes on a whole new meaning now,
as the Archdiocese of Glasgow “goes
green”. Instead of getting on with preaching
the Kingdom of God, the archdiocesan
authorities under the leadership of the
former Archbishop of Glasgow, Mario
Conti, chose, rather, to swallow the ‘green’
propaganda and to demonstrate this to the
world by installing a wind turbine in St
Peter’s cemetery in Glasgow.
The mother of one family featured in a
report in the local newspaper, spoke of her
distress at finding the “horrible” turbine
placed right beside her murdered son’s
grave. Another family member described
the turbine as “a terrible thing”.1

Apart from the fact that there is a body of “Leave the dead to bury the dead, but go
evidence to suggest that wind turbines are thou and preach the Kingdom of God” not efficient 2 it is a major cause for concern sound advice indeed.
when the church authorities in Scotland
worry more about ‘going green’3 than about
going out to win converts and to bring back
the lapsed. Not to say, show respect for the
Voting
dead and their families.
poll fr
Despite assurances from the church
authorities that they’d taken care to place
the turbine where it would not disturb
visitors4 the family quoted in the article said
the opposite: “It is the place where you can
go, and we can sit there and gather our
thoughts and have a wee cry. But we
probably won’t be able to hear ourselves
cry now…”
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1

Family hit out as wind turbine put close to son's grave:
we won’t hear ourselves cry, Evening Times, 10/8/12
2 For example: BBC report, Wind farm efficiency queried
by John Muir Trust study, 6/4/11
3 A spokesman for the Archdiocese of Glasgow said: “we
applied for all the necessary permissions from Glasgow
City Council and complied with all the requirements for
installations of this type.” (Evening Times, 10/8/12)
4 (Evening Times, 10/8/12)
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Family Life International Fails
To Connect The Dots… Editor
In our May, 2012 edition, we reported
that the organisers of Family Life
International (FLI) cancelled an
invitation to Fr Paul Kramer to speak
on the subject of Fatima at their
conference in April following receipt of
defamatory letters about Fr Kramer (see

exchanged friendly emails with me in
an attempt to salvage something from
Fr Kramer’s cancelled invitation. He
professed to know “very little” about the
WAF speaker but offered the following
reassurance:

“…the conference (isn’t) specifically
around whether the consecration of
Russia had taken place or not, it is
about the ‘culture of death’ / ‘errors of
To add insult to injury, the organisers
Russia’ which have been spread
of this conference replaced Fr Kramer
around the world and how we can go
with a speaker from the Modernist
about protecting our families from it.”
‘World Apostolate of Fatima’ (WAF) a group who follow the Cardinal Well, how confusing is that? We can
Bertone line that Russia has been see the errors of Russia all around us
consecrated, the Third Secret fully in the growth of an anti-Christian
revealed and we’re now enjoying the culture, including abortion legislation,
promised period of world peace. Yes, which is the primary focus of the prolife movement of which FLI is a part,
that line.
yet, they invite - to “protect” their
I was pleased when Nick Clovis, son
families - a speaker who believes that
of the chief organiser, Greg Clovis,
Russia has been converted, and hey,
p.13 for an update on the chief suspect,
Joanna Bogle & The Case of the Poisoned
Pen Letters)

presto, therefore, the errors of Russia
are no more. Crackers.
Far from protecting families, FLI has
been complicit in endangering them,
by exposing them to the falsehoods
inherent in the anti-Fatima propaganda
machine, spread by second rate
groups like WAF. If someone tells a
soldier that the war is over, he drops
his guard in what might be a deadly
decision to abandon all the usual
safety precautions.
Aware of the deadly message likely to
be published at the FLI Conference,
therefore, one of our readers, an
elderly retired medical doctor, a
gentleman who works hard in the
pro-life movement in Glasgow, decided
to make enquiries about the possibility
of attending the conference to say a
few words about the importance of
working and praying for the Pope to
carry out the Russian Consecration.
He rang Greg Clovis to check that he’d
be allowed to say a few words along
these lines. I emailed the organisers to
add my nosey parker twopence-worth
and received the following assurance
from Nick Clovis:
Greg has said he spoke to the
gentleman you mention in your email
– I will ensure he gets some time to
voice what needs to be said.
So, our elderly and not very mobile
reader set off on the long trip to London
from Glasgow, only to discover that he
was not, after all, permitted to speak.
Reflect: FLI organised a conference to
discuss the dangers to families of the
spread of the “errors of Russia” but
can’t see the connection between
those same errors and the central
importance of the Pope pronouncing
the Russian Consecration, which,
remember, is the key to God’s plan to
eradicate these self-same errors of
Russia. How on earth could they speak
about the errors of Russia around us
while refusing to speak about the
remedy given to us by Our Lady? It’s
a nonsense. It would be akin to the
world’s
bankers
organising
a
conference to talk about the economic
crisis without discussing the solution.
Especially if that solution had been
revealed by God! Why can’t the FLI
folk see that? Is it because they’ve
fallen prey to the diabolical
disorientation prophesied at Fatima: a
spiritual blindness that prevents
prelates - and pro-lifers - from seeing
the truth about what is happening in
the Church and the world today? Or is
is nothing more than the
weakness of human respect?
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New Postures to be implemented with the New Mass Translation
Email from a reader in the north of Scotland…
“Just thought you should see this ‘Postures’ document. The Bishops have been spending much time discussing our souls, as you
can see. Pity they haven’t thought about “postures” during the reception of the Blessed Sacrament. We can’t even kneel for the
blessing now! Up down, up down – very disruptive.” (Ed: read on to see if you agree…)
New Postures to be implemented Note:
with the New Translation of the
Missal.On behalf of the Bishops' The changes made are to ensure
Conference of Scotland, Bishop Toal uniformity of practice across Scotland,
writes,
thus avoiding the variations which
have become evident in recent years,
NOTIFICATION
ON
POSTURES between and within our Dioceses.
DURING THE CELEBRATION
OF MASS IN SCOTLAND.
They follow The General
Instruction on the Roman
Missal, while retaining part of
With the introduction of the new the established custom in
English translation of the Roman Scotland in regard to kneeling
Missal approaching the Bishops of during Mass.
Scotland wish to introduce the
following changes in posture at Mass
in all the Dioceses of Scotland.
1) The Faithful are to rise as the
celebrant says "Pray, brethren
(brothers and sisters), that my
sacrifice and yours........". They are
to remain standing until the end of the
"Holy, Holy.....................".
They are to kneel through the rest of
the Eucharistic Prayer as is the
established custom in Scotland;
following the same custom they are
to kneel for the period before
communion after the singing or
saying of the "Lamb of God".
2) When the Post-Communion
Prayer is introduced by the words "Let
us pray" the faithful are to rise and
remain standing until the end of Mass.
3) On Sundays, and on other
occasions, when announcements are
made after the Post-CommunionPrayer, the faithful are to sit for the
announcements and then stand
again for the blessing and dismissal.
Special Collections, or Second
Collections, are to be taken up at this
time - between the Post-Communion
Prayer and the Blessing. Collections
should not be taken up during the
Sacred Silence after Communion.
These changes in posture are to be
mandatory from 1st Sunday of Advent
2011.
+Joseph Toal,
President of the
Scottish National
Liturgy
Commission.

No. 42 of the General Instruction
expresses and encourages a
uniformity in posture during Mass as
a sign of our unity in the Body of
Christ:

New Archbishop of
Glasgow

Editor

Archbishop-Elect
Philip Tartaglia
Representing Catholic Truth, Ellen Ward
attended the press conference in Glasgow
on 24/7/12 where the new Archbishop of
Glasgow, the former Bishop of Paisley,
Philip Tartaglia, was introduced to the
media.
The representative from The Tablet asked
what the new archbishop-elect thought
about Vatican II. His reply was immediate:
“A wonderful event! Superb!” No change
there, then. The spirit of Archbishop Conti
lives on, it seems, in Glasgow.

"a common posture, to be observed
by all participants, is a sign of unity
of the members of the Christian
community gathered for the sacred
Liturgy: it both expresses and
fosters the intention and spiritual
attitude of the participants."
We will begin and end Mass standing,
and we will also stand for the three
presidential prayers -the Collect, the
Prayer over the Offerings, and the
Post-Communion Prayer. We will
continue to kneel through the
Eucharistic Prayer after singing or
reciting the "Holy, Holy....", and for
the moments of reflection and
humble petition before the Lord's
Body and Blood as we prepare for
Communion. It should be noted that
if we cannot kneel at these times the
proper posture is to stand rather
than to sit.

Ellen Ward

We’ve
reported
several times on
Bishop Tartaglia’s
dislike
of
the
Traditional
Latin
Mass. It was on this
subject, therefore,
that our reporter
questioned
him,
asking if he planned

to lift the restrictions on the old rite in
Glasgow (imposed by Archbishop Conti in
blatant disobedience to the Pope’s ruling
in Summorum Pontificum that priests are
now free to learn and to offer the
Traditional Latin Mass without any
permission from their bishop).
The archbishop-elect smiled but said
nothing. So, it seems fair to assume that
he thinks there’s nothing “wonderful” or
“superb” about Summorum Pontificum.
We cannot pretend to be anything but
dismayed at this appointment. One of our
bloggers wrote: “I really despair of Rome
sometimes” which put him in the running
for UCA - the Understatement of the
Century Award.
In any event, we are praying for the new
Archbishop. In fact, we have arranged for
a Traditional Mass to be offered for him as
he shoulders his very heavy responsibility
for the care of souls in Glasgow.
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More Diabolical Disorientation: Bishop Müller New Prefect
of Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF)
The Catholic blogosphere, already stunned by the unconscionable leaking of private correspondence between
Bishop Fellay, Superior General of the Society of St Pius X (SSPX) and his three brother bishops in the days
leading up to the July General Chapter with a possible regularization announcement to follow, was stupefied to
learn of the appointment of the German Bishop of Regensburg, Gerhard Ludwig Müller, now Archbishop, to the
top Vatican post at the CDF (See What on EARTH is going on in Rome? German “Liberal” Bishop Appointed
Prefect of CDF, Catholic Truth blog, 2/7/12). One of the best articles on this appointment, however, is to be
found on the Catholic Church Conservation blog, (Cathcon) reprinted below, in full. - Ed

Archbishop Müller, guardian of the
Faith denies the miraculous
New heresies: he does not believe
in miracles either
If it would agree with what the
Archbishop Gerhard Ludwig Müller
maintains, Christianity would be
mocking the audience. Archbishop
Gerhard Ludwig Müller - the prefect of
the Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith recently appointed by Pope
Benedict XVI - not only has problems
with the virginity of Mary, the Eucharist
and the doctrine of the Church. In his
rambling book "Catholic dogma: to
study and practice theology" (4th
edition 1995) there are at least three
more points that involve serious
heresies.
Denial of miracles
On the topic "miracle" Mgr. Müller
writes on page 284: " The miracles of
Jesus are not to be understood in the
context of a definition, which concerns
a 'breaking of the laws of nature'." Such
an
understanding
of
miracles
according to Msgr. Müller belongs "to
the context of a deistic understanding
of God and a mechanistic world view."
What constitutes a miracle?
A breaking of the laws of nature is of
the essence of miracle. This was
already maintained by the pre-eminent
theologian Saint Thomas Aquinas (†
1274). In a miracle, God acts directly
on the world as first cause . He
bypasses thus the secondary causes
- that is, the laws of nature.
Msgr. Müller is a mechanical deist
Mons. Müller insulted the Catholic
understanding
of
miracles
indiscriminately as "deistic" and
"mechanistic". The opposite is true.
This is because deism is the doctrine
that God created the universe at the
beginning and set it going like
clockwork, not interfering in its further
mechanistic working - neither by
miracle nor by revelation. The
qualification "deistic" and "mechanistic"
hypothesis thus precisely correspond
to Mons. Müller's denial of the miracle.

One heresy cries out after another
Archbishop Müller's inability to
understand miracles, influences his
dubious statements about the Virginal
conception of Jesus and the
Resurrection of the dead. In both
events, the Bible as well as the
tradition of Church sees a classical
breaking of the known laws of nature.

German
Bishop Müller

process in the sense described must
not be decided here. It could also
reflect a devotion to the grave by the
Jerusalem assembly."
He does not believe in the bodily
resurrection

The guardian of Faith denies the On the other hand, writes Msgr. Müller:
conception by the Holy Spirit
"In any case, the mighty deed of God
On page 495 of his Dogmatik, Mons. must have been implied in Jesus and
Müller discusses the virginity of Mary. on the dead body." Because, "A finding
This, he writes. "This does not mean a of the body of Jesus would have been
departure from the biological norm" . for the enemies of Jesus, stringent
against
the
This assertion is related explicitly to the counter-evidence
"conception" of Jesus and the virginity identification of God with the
of the Virgin Mary before the birth. eschatological means of salvation"
Mary's virginity during labour Mons. One wonders here: What now? Did
Müller disputes on page 498 of his Jesus rise bodily or not? Mons. Müller's
Dogmatics. There he claims that in the statements contradict each other. But,
case of Mary's virginity during the birth, given his thesis that Jesus' miracles do
is "not" about deviating physiological not break the laws of nature, he must
features in the "natural process of answer in the negative.
birth." "Not in the context of a http://cathcon.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/archbishopmuller-guardian-of-faith.html
biologically exceptional case" On page (Ed:“Christ’s resurrection is a real event, with
497, Mons. Müller closes his remarks manifestations that were historically verified”…
on the virginity before birth. He again Catechism of the Catholic Church # 639)
emphasized: "The meaning of faith in Cathcon- they said that someone in the Vatican
the virginal conception of Jesus by the should have googled Bishop Williamson - someone
Holy Spirit does not reveal itself in the should also have read this book before Msgr Müller
context of a biologically exceptional was appointed to his new role.(Ed: hear, hear!)
case." (Ed: wrong. Both the virgin Ed - For the Record…
conception and birth were “biologically
exceptional”. This has been the constant
teaching of the Church. The Fathers and the
medieval theologians continually used the
analogy of light passing through glass: just
as light passes through glass without
breaking it, so Our Lord is born of the Virgin
Mary without breaking the seal of Her
virginity - see Catechism of the Catholic Church
[CCC] # 496 - 502)

Invisible body?
Msgr. Müller in his Dogmatik on page
300 comments on the Resurrection of
Jesus with this questionable assertion:
"The contemporary film camera would
have neither recorded the resurrection
event [...] nor the Easter appearances
of Jesus to his disciples in image and
sound." And on page 303: "Whether
the response of women at the grave in
the early hours of Easter morning and
the discovery that the body of Jesus
was no longer there, a historical

Following the flurry of horrified commentary around
the world, the Archbishop, clearly annoyed (note his
jibe below about his critics’ lack of intelligence)
moved into damage limitation mode. In an interview
with Catholic News Agency, 6/8/12, replying to the
criticisms levelled at him, the Archbishop offers an
objective statement of the Church’s doctrinal position
on Transubstantiation and the virginity of Our Lady.
There is no retraction of anything he has written on
these subjects, so whether this doctrinal statement is
a de facto retraction of his published views or a result
of instructions from “on high” is anybody’s guess:
“These are not criticisms, they are provocations. And
not very intelligent provocations at that,” he said.
“Either they have not read what I have written or they
have not understood it. Our Catholic faith is very
clear, that at the consecration during Mass a change
occurs so that the whole substance of the bread and
wine is changed into the whole substance body and
blood of Jesus Christ, and that this change is rightly
called transubstantiation. And we have refused to
accept all the other interpretations, consubstantiation,
transignification, transfinalisation and so on. The
Church is also equally clear on the virginity of Mary,
mother of Jesus, mother of God, before, during and
after the birth of Christ.”
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Southwell Speaks
for all right-thinking Catholics…
Catholic Truth Blogger (username ‘Southwell’)
on the Appointment of Bishop Müller to the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith…
A bishop who denies – or at least casts
doubt upon – the fundamental
doctrines of transubstantiation and the
virginity of Our Blessed Mother, has
been put in charge of the CDF and has
the effrontery to insist that the SSPX
“accept the teachings of Vatican II”,
whatever that means – presumably the
“doctrines” of ecumenism, religious
liberty and collegiality.
Notice how only traditionalists are
required to exercise the virtue of
obedience, and only traditionalists are
required to sign “doctrinal preambles”.
Nobody else, absolutely no-one. The
legions of heterodox and dissenting

modernists are asked for absolutely
NOTHING, and aside from a few
feeble slaps on the wrist for the most
extreme cases, they remain “in full
communion with Rome”. The whole
thing is a complete travesty. After 50
odd years we are in danger of
becoming accustomed to this state of
affairs, but we must often remind
ourselves of the sheer madness of this
crisis in the Church.

German
Bishop Müller

real and fundamental Catholic
doctrines which Vatican II supposedly
left untouched but which in practice
have been treated with utter contempt
ever since. In fact, as the major part
of the conciliar documents are simply
restating the traditional doctrines, it
could be argued that it’s more Bishop
Müller than the SSPX who should be
required to “accept” its “teachings”.

If there was the remotest trace of
sanity or justice in the Church today, it
would be Bishop Müller who would be
made to sign a “preamble” – containing
the unambiguous formulations of the

I do hope he’s not annoyed that I
appointed an anti-SSPX bishop to
dialogue with them. And I DO hope he
comes round to accepting all of
Vatican II. Muller just won’t stand
for heretics and schismatics
running amok in the Church…

Bishop Fellay, Superior General, SSPX,
meets Pope Benedict XVI
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Glasgow: Catholic Truth Goes On Parade
Peter Mackin reports…

On 14th July, 2012, I joined 17
ordinary lay people at George Square
to pray the Rosary as an act of
reparation. Pride Glasgow, described
as "Scotland’s largest Lesbian, Gay,
Bi-Sexual and Trans Pride Festival”,
had organised a parade from
Kelvingrove Park in the west end of
Glasgow, to George Square at the
very heart of the city centre.
A number of participants in our vigil
were from Glasgow and surrounding
areas, but one came from as far away
as Aberdeen. Several parishes were
represented. Two women from Saint
Matthew's in Bishopbriggs joined us
and expressed their pleasure at
having found out about our Rosary
Vigil.
We felt it important to pray the Rosary
at this event. Why? The Catholic
Church has always taught that
homosexual acts are one of the four
sins crying out to Heaven for
vengeance, so we felt we had an
obligation to offer the fifteen mysteries
of the Holy Rosary. A central theme
of Our Lady's Message of Fatima is to
do penance and offer acts of
reparation in order to save souls from
Hell. No one present at the Rosary
vigil felt any hatred whatsoever
towards the participants of the parade.
Quite the opposite, in fact. We were
“A man is judged by the
company he keeps” or so
they say.
Yet, if we apply
this standard to
Catholic legal eagle,
Lord Brian Gill, Scotland’s
top Judge, it leaves us feeling, at the
very least, deeply disappointed.

all motivated by a sense of charity
towards our neighbour.
Gathered outside the main entrance to
the City Chambers, we began our
prayers around 12.35, beginning
with the full prayer to St. Michael the
Archangel (Published by the order of
Pope Leo XIII).
We felt this prayer of exorcism, along
with sprinkling Holy Water, was very
powerful and created a prayerful
atmosphere. We proceeded with the
15 decades of the Rosary, the Litany
of Our Lady of Loreto, and ended with
the short version of the prayer to St.
Michael the Archangel (which is
usually said after the Traditional Mass).
The parade arrived in George Square
just as we began Rosary – we were
halfway through the Joyful Mysteries
as they entered the Square and they
arrived at where we were standing,
outside the City Chambers, as we were
beginning the Glorious Mysteries.
The parade was led by a very noisy
steel band. We continued to pray our
Rosary over the noise. The parade
was large, with many different groups
taking part, for example the "gay"
association of Police Officers, dressed
in uniform.
Some of the male
participants were scantily dressed and
some were dressed in women's
clothing. Many of the participants of the

Peter

parade greeted us by pleasantly
waving, however a large float with men
and woman dressed in outlandish
costumes jeered at us. I noticed one
lady making the Sign of Cross
defiantly. Despite the noise and
activity around us, we managed to
concentrate on our Rosary.
We finished our prayers just as the
parade was coming to an end. Many
of us remarked that we had chosen
the best location possible and almost
every member of the parade would
have seen us.
Several others
commented on the power of Rosary
and how it dispelled the very uneasy
feeling we had, especially as the
parade approached us. What was
absolutely clear was the charitable
and peaceful nature of our vigil. We
had a police unit stationed next to us
and the police officers gave us a kind
smile at the end of our prayers. There
was an overwhelming sense that our
Rosary Vigil had been a success.

Peter Mackin, regular Catholic
Truth columnist and blogger,
lives in the Diocese of Paisley
with his wife and children.

Judging A Judge… Editor

everything before Vatican II stinks
fame1 and Fr Jim Lawlor (Glasgow)
who, as previously reported in these
pages, hit the tabloid headlines when
he resigned from his parish following
claims of a “sex incident”. The sordid
details were widely reported at the time
Billed to address a ‘Year of Faith’ (2007)2
audience in St Peter’s Hall in Partick,
Glasgow, on 23/10/12 on the subject As far back as the 5th century, the
of the Constitution on the Church in classical Greek tragedian Euripides
the Modern World, Lord Gill “shares advised that “Among mortals second
the platform” with names already (and thoughts are wisest.” We respectfully
frequently) featured in this newsletter, advise Brian Gill to think twice before
among them Fr Michael Smith SJ of accepting any more invitations to speak

at Modernist-driven conferences. That
is, unless he wishes all claims to his
alleged “traditional” Catholic leanings
to be dismissed out of hand.3 It’s not
enough to attend the occasional (we
believe) Traditional Latin Mass. Not
nearly enough.
1

See Glasgow Jesuit on the achievements of
Vatican II, Catholic Truth, Issue No. 71, March,
2012, p.1 ff
2 Priest resigns after claims of 'sex incident'
Evening Times, 18/7/07
3 Despite professing his support for us, Lord Gill
once declined to address a Catholic Truth audience
on grounds that judges had to avoid “controversy”.
I’m spoilt for scripture quotes, so will say no more.
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The Machinations At Vatican II - In A Nutshell
John Ingram
Dear Dr. Fastiggi,
I read with great interest
“Paul VI and the Smoke
of Satan…” in the current
John
issue of Latin Mass
Magazine* (if it had not been placed at
the very end, I might have written
sooner!) Just a couple of comments:
First, I wonder if you are familiar with
the novel Windswept House, wherein
Fr. Malachi Martin describes in detail
a satanic enthronement ceremony
which allegedly took place on June 29,
1963, i.e. 9 years to the day before the
Pope’s homily about the smoke of
Satan – in Charleston, SC and
simultaneously by phone somewhere
within the Vatican. I bring this up for
three reasons: one, Fr. Martin asserted
that this event really took place; two, I
have to wonder whether the Pope was
familiar with this event; three, I wonder
whether his speech was really a
reference to it.

Second, you state near the end of your
article that “…not all went as planned
after the close of the Council.” Actually,
as the history of the Council reveals,
not all went as planned from its very
beginning, since its well-laid plans and
meticulously-prepared schema were
rejected by the infamous “Rhine
Alliance,” whose members insisted that
neither the prepared schema nor the
membership of the Commissions were
acceptable, and proceeded to re-write
the schema and re-populate the
Commissions according to their own
preferences and modernist ideas. The
Council itself, from beginning to end,
was hijacked by modernists who had
intentions entirely different from those
of Bl. John XXIII, thus setting the stage
for the post-Conciliar “auto-demolition.”
It is simply not true to think that
everything was just peachy until the
implementation phase.

At any rate, I appreciated your article
and hope to see more of your efforts
in LMM.
Sincerely.
John Ingram
Cincinnati
18 July, 2012
*The

Latin Mass, Vol. 21, No. 2, Summer
2012. “Paul VI and the Smoke of Satan Forty
Years Later,” by Robert Fastiggi, PhD,
Professor of Systematic Theology, Sacred
Heart Major Seminary, Detroit, MI.

Medjugorje Versus Scripture… Editor
It was with disappointment that I read
an advertisement for a “Medjugorje
Evening” which a reader had removed
from the back of St Aloysius Church in
Glasgow and passed to me; the event
was scheduled to take place on
Sunday, 29 July, in Paisley, main
speaker Fr Neil McGarrity of Glasgow,
topic: “Is there a Link between the Book
of Revelations and Medjugorje.”

disrespectful to the Bishop of the
Diocese to promote the phenomenon
when he has made clear his wishes
that it NOT be promoted.
http://medjugorjedocuments.blogspot.co.uk/2009/10/ju
ne-12-2009-prot-6482009-6492009.html

Courteously, Fr McGarrity replied to
my email: “my intention was to alleviate
and refute some of the sensationalist
teaching on the Sacred Scriptures really the talk was about scripture… If
Fr McGarrity’s name was familiar to me (Medjugorje)comes to be in error and
as a result of hearing from several a hoax, it simply will not be an issue for
readers that he is one of the sound me.”
priests in the Archdiocese of Glasgow.
In subsequent email correspondence,
I emailed Fr McGarrity to ask him if he
Father agreed to read various links I
is aware of the fact that Medjugorje is
sent on the connection between
an unapproved “apparition” and that
Fatima and the Apocalypse, there
successive bishops of the Diocese of
being NO link between the fictitious
Mostar have condemned it. The only
lady of Medjugorje and the Book of
reason that a Vatican Commission has
Revelation.
been appointed to look into it, I
explained, is because of the blatant Fr McGarrity’s prompt and courteous
disobedience, indeed defiance, of all response, together with his willingness
to correspond on the topic, makes a
those involved, towards the bishops.
refreshing change from the more usual
To ensure that Fr McGarrity had the
lack of replies from clergy and, even,
the facts about Medjugorje within easy
bishops, who want to be tolerant and
reach, I included a link to the official
dialogue with every Tom, Dick and
documents, available on our website
Dalai Lama but not with Catholic Truth.
Links page, adding that it seems
So, thank you, Fr McGarrity. Your

charity is much appreciated.
To the clergy of St Aloysius (and other
parishes) who permit advertisements
for Medjugorje to be posted at the back
of their churches, please be aware that
you are insulting the Bishop of Mostar
by ignoring his stated instructions on
the Medjugorje phenomenon. By
promoting this troublesome “apparition
site”, which has caused strife and
division in his diocese, you are
signalling that you place more store on
the word of the “seers”, who are proven
liars* than on the published instructions
of the local Bishop - the legitimate
authority in the matter. If I claimed to
have apparitions and thousands of daft
messages from Our Lady, would you
advertise my meetings after the local
Ordinary had pronounced against me?
Of course not. So why advertise
Medjugorje where the “seers” have
been so disobedient towards the
Bishop that a Vatican Commission has
had to be set up?
There has been evident lying. Monsignor Pavao Zanic,
Bishop of Mostar-Duvno is quoted as saying "For a short
description of the falsehoods about Medjugorje we would
need 200 pages"

*

http://www.mycatholicsource.com/mcs/pc/the_Blessed_Virgin/medju
gorje_true_or_false.htm
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Your Letters
(Thank you for the ) wonderful benefits
I have gained from your wonderful and
courageous work. You can count me
among those who benefit greatly from
your apostolate and that of all your
great contributors. I'm sure Our Mother
is giving great graces to Catholic Truth.
I think the words of Saint Teresa of
Avila are so important to remember:
"Everything comes to an end, but the
good or the evil we do in this life is
endless and eternal."

I picked up your newsletter at the back
of a church after attending Mass. I had
never seen this publication before and
so was interested in reading it. I really
enjoyed it. I was wondering if I might
have a regular delivery of it. I would
love to receive the previous issues
number 1-70, as I have issue 71.*
It was lovely to see the article by the
late Hamish Fraser. I knew him well
as a child, as he was often in our home.
He was a really lovely man. I am
ashamed to say that the lights are
really only going on for me as to how
bad things are. I look forward to
hearing from you at your earliest
convenience.
Eleanor O’Donogue, Co. Cork,
Ireland

I have to say it is one of the bright
spots of my day to click on Catholic
Truth (website). The information and
links at the top of the site are really
fantastic. It helps us all to follow the
exhortation of Saint Paul: "Be not
conformed to this world; but be
reformed in the newness of your mind, * Ed: we complied with this request on this
that you may prove what is the good, occasion, but please note that we are no longer
and the acceptable, and the perfect will able to provide complete sets of back copies.
of God." Romans 12:2
I'm sure Catholic Truth boosts the
morale of everyone. I often say that
being a traditionalist Catholic can feel
a bit like sailing around in the ocean in
a small boat. It's great to come in
contact with others who are blessed
with the True Faith. I was one of those
who stood and looked on from afar until
recently but I think (the editorial)
comments in the January Newsletter
were the poke in the ribs I needed to
make a bit of an effort.
Anyway, heartfelt thanks for all your
wonderful work. Catholic Truth gives
many of us a great example in what the
Church Militant is supposed to be.
"Thou shalt not follow the multitude to
do evil: neither shalt thou yield in
judgement to the opinion of the most
part, to stray from the truth."- Exodus
23:2
Finally, I have to say I love your jokes.
Who says us "trads" are whey faced
puritans…. Just one more dreadful
calumny! Leo Clear, Dublin, Ireland
I have learned so much from your
website and the wonderfully informed
bloggers who are regulars that I really
don't see the need for any other
resources to keep me informed, so
thank you! USA, by email

I enclose a small donation (Ed: not so
Thank you for sending
me Catholic Truth. I find it excellent and
am glad someone is defending the
Faith.
small! Thank you.)

I am, in fact, a member of the Orthodox
Church - under the Patriarch of Antioch
- see Acts II, especially verse 26.
(Ed: “…at Antioch the disciples were first named
Christians”)

Continued top of column 3

NOTICE
Our sincere gratitude to everyone who
donated to our funds following the
May 2012 edition.
To save postage, we no longer write
letters to acknowledge individual
donations although if
you include an email
address, Editor will
thank you personally.
Email addresses are
included with all PayPal
donations. A special
word of thanks to our
regular Standing Order donors: these
regular donations help our planning
immensely. God bless you, each one.
Please note: we are unable to accept
correspondence which is under-stamped.
These will be returned to sender in due
course by the Post Office.
Miss McMoneypenny.

I think the Roman Church as
traditionally understood is nearer in
Faith to ours than to its ‘liberal’ wing.
We greatly honour the Theotokos, the
blessed Mother of God and our liturgy
was composed by St John Chrysostom
whom you quote on page 24 of the May
issue. I hope that the Church can
re-unite. I do not have any problems
with papal inspiration. St John in his
Gospel, chapter II verse 51 says that
God inspires religious leaders.
If you don’t consider it worthwhile to
keep on sending me Catholic Truth I
will not mind but I would certainly be
grateful to go on receiving it. (Ed: deal!)
In the Name of the Risen and
Ascended Lord Jesus. Very sincerely,
Ronald S. Matheson, California, USA
How can I thank you enough for your
superb publication! Fantastic, up-todate news (and news of abuses) by
those in authority in the Church who
should jolly well know better.
The Church today reminds me of a
country occupied by the enemy - rather
like France which was occupied by the
Germans in World War II.
As most of the prelates are rotten to
the core, I say they should be weeded
(booted) out as soon as possible, even
if we are short of the hierarchy. Best
to have none at all rather than those
who lead most people astray. I’ll bet
most of them don’t even believe in
God, let alone the Church and we’d be
better off without them.
God love the Catholic Truth staff and
bless you in your wonderful apostolate.
The Gates of Hell are having a
massive attack on us Catholics but
they shall not prevail - even though it
seems like the whole world has sunk
into the Great Apostasy as foretold in
the Bible. God help us! (He definitely
will!)
Pat Shepherd, Co. Kerry, Eire
More letters on p.9

The Editor
Catholic Truth,
10 Sandyford Place
Glasgow, G3 7NB
Tel: 0797 90 53666
Email:
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

The UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation, receive this
newsletter. If it contradicts Catholic teaching, we invite the Hierarchy to correct us
in accordance with their duty under Canon Law # 823
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Your Letters Continued from page 8
It is useless writing personally to the
Archbishop of Westminster, who
throws legitimate complaints into his
waste-bin - evading mediaeval
disputation, the method of seeking
truth in philosophy and at law. (See Dr
David Lightfoot’s email to Archbishop
Nichols on the subject of the “gay” Masses
in Soho, Issue No. 72, May, 2012) *

Write instead to whatever party,
secular or religious, is adversely
affected by his ignorance and/or
interference, adding: “copy to Vincent
Nichols”. No abstract complaints, just
the correct facts and figures!
So far, I have done this unchallenged
as follows:
1. Notifying the brewers that the pub,
which he championed, was named
after that apostle of temperance,
Cardinal Manning.
2. Proving to Westminster Council how
most Catholics were not affected by
Sunday parking-charges.
3. Explaining to Immigration Watch
how his views on immigrants were
subversive.
4. Confirming to the Israeli Embassy
that his biased criticism of the antiterrorist barrier was unfounded.

Religious Freedom, and the Church in
the World. So we both agreed to leave
Vatican II to the scholars, and a fat lot
of help they will be. I wrote a little bit
on Facebook and had (name withheld)
on my case, I should not be going to
ex-communicated Churches.
But what do I think of the SSPX/Rome
talks. The difficulty for Pope Benedict
is that after 40 years of allowing the
modernists to interpret Vatican
documents in whatever way they liked,
it is difficult for the Vatican to come out
and demand the SSPX accept them.
So where does that leave mainstream
Catholics and SSPX Catholics - in
limbo. What I am standing up for is
friendship. The English bishops
marginalised the SSPX and this is what
must be tackled. As I say, complete
separation starts a ghetto mentality.
We must break down the ghettos. I am
thinking of writing a new parable of the
Good Samaritan. The first to walk by
was a priest who was in too much of a
hurry to get to a meeting. The second
was a Eucharistic Minster (sic) who
had to do his duty, the one who helped
was a member of St Pius X. John
Kearney, Basingstoke

Many thanks for Catholic Truth (May,
5. Reassuring Nadine Dorries MP that 2012). (I especially liked) the article
his apathy about abortion was un- about the Requiem Mass for Paul
Christian.
McBride, also the article entitled The
6. Informing the Methodists that Truth About Alpha. I, too, would
undermining Pro Ecclesia was anti- oppose the Alpha course and we must
remember that the infamous Nicky
Catholic.
Gumble brought into the country the
John Burke, Sussex, England
ridiculous Toronto Blessing - “curse”
* For more on Archbishop Nichols’ support
would be the correct way of describing
for the “gay” Masses in Soho, see p.21
it.
I thought you would like to know of my The Alpha course does not speak
`progress`. (Ed: John has long defended much about sin. Modern ways of
the modern Church on our blog…)
describing
sin
tends
to
be
Well on Sunday I went for Vespers and “wrongdoing” but that terminology is
Benediction to the St Pius X Society at dangerous because we know that
Burghclere. There were families there wrongdoing is subjective because
turning up with their children and the some people measure things by their
children genuflecting, and the women own ideas. As we know, some people
and little girls wearing a veil or head believe it is all right to commit adultery,
scarf. I was impressed with their fornication, murder by aborting babies
behaviour. I spoke to some people and the so-called mercy-killing,
after Mass and they were just good homosexuality, and so on. As the Bible
Catholics looking after their children. says: “Whosoever committeth sin
Their children were taught by St Pius transgresseth also the law: for sin is the
X nuns in the local school and they had transgression of the law” (1 John 3:4)
their own RE programme, nothing It is the law of the Lord that we are
whatsoever to do with the Catholic measured by, certainly not the law of
Education Service.
man which is as changeable as the
I was talking to one man and we waves of the sea that break upon the
agreed that we shared everything as sea shore.
far as the Catholic Faith was
concerned, including Ecumenism,

Another very interesting article (in the
May newsletter) is about the new
Masonic layout in St Andrew’s
(Catholic) Cathedral in Glasgow. The
Freemasons have been active in the
Protestant church for a long time with
a number of Church of Scotland
ministers being Freemasons. What has
been happening is that the
Freemasons with their New World
Order have been promoting the liberal
agenda which we see in both church
and politics - a very dangerous
organisation indeed. I would say that
many in the Masonic lodges do not
realise what they are involved with.
(I’d like now) to deal with the points
made about me by your ‘Name
Withheld’ correspondent. Yes, it is true
that I was part of the Free Church
(Continuing). I would not say I was
bigoted, but bearing in mind that the
information was provided by a Church
of Scotland lady, I suppose I would be
considered bigoted. I am sure that
Catholic Truth would seem bigoted by
somebody who is a member of an
organisation which the Rev Ivor
MacDonald, a former Church of
Scotland Minister, now with the Free
Church, testifies is “radically liberal.”
(Ed: too true. They even wanted to give me
an award for it!)*

As far as taking part in Ian Paisley’s
demonstration on the day of the Pope’s
visit in Edinburgh, I most definitely was
not there. I was in Edinburgh for part
of the morning (but) I spent most of the
day in Glasgow. I have never met Ian
Paisley and would not support his
political compromise in the north of
Ireland. A man who said he would not
negotiate with terrorists ends up sitting
beside one and sharing power in
Stormont. Yours in Christ.
John Smart, HMP Glenochil
* I was nominated for the Stonewall (“gay” rights group)
‘Bigot of the Year award in 2007. Sadly, I didn’t win!

How thoughtful of you to send me the
copy of your little Bulletin. I have read
the feature which mentions me and
return the bulletin herewith.
I’m taking part in a small pilgrimage on
Sunday and will remember you in my
prayers there. With every kind wish.
Joanna Bogle, Surrey
Ed: see p.13 for more on Mrs Bogle…

I have to congratulate you on how
informative your newsletter is, and I
learn so much about the Faith on your
blog. It’s a blessing that you attract so
many very knowledgeable people to
the website. Katie McGrath, London
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

Excerpts from Sermon of St Alphonsus Liguouri
(Bishop & Doctor of the Church)
on Human Respect
... Brethren, if we wish to save our
souls, we must overcome human respect, and bear the little confusion
which may arise from the scoffs of the
enemies of the cross of Jesus Christ.
"For there is a shame that bringeth
sin, and there is a shame that
bringeth glory and grace." (Eccl. iv.

She has blinded them, and therefore
they speak so profanely. “These
things they thought, and were deceived; for their own malice blinded
them." (Wis. ii. 21.)

All, as St. Paul says, who wish to live
in union with Jesus Christ must be
persecuted by the world. "And all that
25.)
will live godly in Christ shall suffer
If we do not suffer this confusion with persecution." (2 Tim. iii. 12.)
patience, it will lead us into the pit of
sin; but if we submit to it for God’s All the saints have been persecuted.
sake, it will obtain for us the divine You say: I do not injure any one; why
grace here, and great glory hereafter. then am I not left in peace? What evil
"As," says St. Gregory, ”bashfulness have the saints, and particularly the
is laudable in evil, so it is reprehen- martyrs, done?
sible in good." (Hom. x. in Ezech.)
And whom has Jesus Christ the saint
But some of you will say: I attend to my of saints injured? He consoled all; he
own affairs; I wish to save my soul; why healed all. “Virtue went out from
then should I be persecuted? But there him, and healed all." (Luke vi. 19.) And
is no remedy; it is impossible to serve how has the world treated him? It has
God, and not be persecuted. “The persecuted him, so as to make him die
wicked loathe them that are in the through pain on the
infamous gibbet of the
right way." (Prov. xxix. 27.)
cross.
Sinners cannot bear the sight of the
man who lives according to the Gospel, How, says St. Cypribecause his life is a continual censure an, can a man think
on their disorderly conduct; and himself to be a Christherefore they say: "Let us lie in wait tian, when he is afraid
for the just; because he is not for to be a Christian? If
our turn, and he is contrary to our we are Christians, let
St Alphonsus
doings, and upbraideth us with us show that we are
Christians
in
name
and
in
truth; for, if
transgressions of the law.” (Wis. ii.
we are ashamed of Jesus Christ, he
12.)
will be ashamed of us, and cannot give
The proud man, who seeks revenge
us a place on his right hand on the last
for every insult which he receives,
day. “For he that shall be ashamed
would wish that all should avenge the
of me and my words, of him the Son
offences that may be offered to him.
of Man shall be ashamed when he
The avaricious, who grow rich by
shall come in his majesty." (Luke ix.
injustice, wish that all should imitate
26.) On the day of judgment he shall
their fraudulent practices. The
say: You have been ashamed of me
drunkard wishes to see others indulge
on earth: I am now ashamed to see
like himself in intoxication.
you with me in Paradise. Begone, acThe immoral, who boast of their impu- cursed souls; go into hell to meet your
rities, and can scarcely utter a word companions,who have been ashamed
which does not savour of obscenity, of me. But mark the words “he that
desire that all should act and speak as shall be ashamed of me and of my
they do; and those who do not imitate words." St. Augustine says, that
their conduct, they regard as mean, some are ashamed to deny Jesus
clownish, and intractable as men with- Christ, but do not blush to deny the
out honour and education. "They are maxims of Jesus Christ. (Serm. xlviii.)
of the world, therefore of the world
The Apostle (St Paul) who gloried in
they speak.” (1 John iv. 5.)
being a follower of Christ, said: "The
Worldlings can speak no other lan- world is crucified to me, and I to the
guage than that of the world. Oh! How world." (Gal. vi. 14.) ...
great is their poverty and blindness!

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

To what are all the goods of this earth
reduced? To riches, which are but
dung; to honours, which are only
smoke; and to carnal pleasures. But
what shall all these profit us, if we lose
our souls? “What doth it profit a
man, if he gain the whole world,
and suffer the loss of his soul?"
(Matt. xvi. 26.) He that loves God and
wishes to save his soul must despise
the world and all human respect; “I
give thanks to God," says St. Jerome, “that I am worthy to be hated
by the world." (Epis. ad Asellam.) The
saint returns thanks to God for having
made him worthy of the hatred of the
world. Jesus Christ pronounced his
disciples blessed when they should
be hated by men. ”Blessed shall you
be when men shall hate you." (Luke
vi. 22.) Christians, let us rejoice; for, if
worldlings curse and upbraid us, God
at the same time praises and blesses
us. Is it not enough for us to be
praised by God, to be praised by the
queen of heaven, by all the angels, by
all the saints, and by all just men? Let
worldlings say what they wish; but let
us continue to please God, who will
give us, in the next life, a reward proportioned to the violence we shall
have done to ourselves in despising
the contradictions of men. Each of you
should figure to himself, that there is
no one in the world but himself and
God…
To overcome human respect, it is necessary to fix in our hearts the holy
resolution of preferring the grace of
God to all the goods and favours of
this world, and to say with St. Paul:
"Neither death, nor life, nor angels,
nor principalities, nor powers, . . .
nor any other creature, shall be
able to separate us from the love of
God." (Rom. viii. 38, 39.)
We wish either to follow God or the
world; if we wish to follow God we
must give up the world. You cannot
serve God and the world. He that
seeks to please men cannot please
God. ”If," says the Apostle, "I yet
pleased men, I should not be the
servant of Christ. ” (Gal. i. 10.)
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Ecumenism & Contraception…

Patrick McKay

Wendy Walker is a hard-working pro-life worker. She is not a Catholic but spends huge amounts of her day keeping
us all informed about the ever-decreasing spiral of moral decadence in the countries of the UK. She took a popular
ecumenical organisation to task recently, over their stance on contraception. Although Maranatha oppose abortion and
euthanasia, they have no definitive policy on contraception, because, they argue, Christians “disagree” over the issue.
Yet until the Anglican Lambeth Conference 1929 allowed marital contraception, all of Christendom condemned it…
women are ever told by their 'family
planning clinic' that the low-dose birthprevention pill actually causes them to
Maranatha is a vibrant, living, abort a new, unique, human life (made
Community of thousands of Christians, in the image and likeness of God) at
united in the Body of Christ. We are least once or twice every year?
active
across
all
Christian
denominations, with a growing I presume the Maranatha Community
international network. As a scattered has heard of the 10 Commandments.
community we are totally committed to The sixth of these is… 'Thou Shalt Not
support and encourage the various Kill'… it refers to human life and it
local churches of which we are a part. makes no distinction between human
Maranatha is a movement of the Holy embryos, unborn babies, children,
Spirit: we are a community of love and adults, the elderly, terminally-ill or
Anyone
calling
prayer. We hold fast to the central comatose.
truths of the Christian faith and We himself/herself 'Christian' is therefore
strongly affirm the Lordship of Christ… duty-bound to uphold the sanctity of
human life - from the miracle of
www.maranathacommunity.org.uk
conception until the serenity of a
natural death.

Email from Pro-lifer,
Patrick McKay to the
Maranatha Community…

Dear Sirs,
My dear friend Mrs Wendy Walker has
copied me in on the recent e-mail
exchanges
between
her
and
the Maranatha Community.

Patrick McKay

For your information, God in his
wisdom made the human female
among the most infertile of mammals,
fertile for only some 4% of her lifetime.
Her fertility is limited to a 12-hour
'window' in the monthly cycle - and
even then the probability of conception
is at best around 40% (a miracle any
of us ever made it here at all!) Logic
dictates that conception may be
avoided if the fertile times can be
identified and the 'marriage act' is
abstained from during those times. The
technology exists - it is known as NFR
i.e. Natural Fertility Regulation. It is
known to be the most reliable of all
'birth control' methods and has no
abortifacient, associated health risks
or unpleasant side effects. So, why is
NFR kept such a big secret? Quite
simply, because the pharmaceutical
giants don't make (literally) a killing out
of it! Patrick McKay, Beds.

I cannot let this pass without comment,
as I find it quite astonishing that any
organisation calling itself 'Christian'
should be so ill-informed on the Far from being a “social malady,” large
families are a guarantee of the moral and
subject of so-called 'contraception'.
Mrs Walker is quite right when she
points out that many devices and/or
'medications' that are marketed as
'contraceptives'
are
in
fact
abortifacients - in other words, these
do not prevent conception, but actually
procure an early abortion. These
include the IUD, the so-called
'morning-after' pill, 'Norplant', 'DepoProvera' and RU-486. And how many

physical health of a people. Virtues flourish
spontaneously in homes where a baby’s
cries always echo from the crib, and vice is
put to flight, as if it has been chased away
by the childhood that is
renewed there like the
fresh and invigorating
breath of spring.
Pope Pius XII,
The Large Family, 1958

Catholic Teaching on
“Birth Control”…
… Pope Pius XII’s 1958 address “The
Large Family” re-emphasizes the
consistent teaching of the Holy Father
against “family planning” - whether natural
or otherwise, [W]ithin the context of the
current controversy over contraception and
the American bishops it is important for all
of us to recall the traditional Catholic
teaching against contraception, regularly
reiterated by the popes up until the time of
Vatican II.
Certainly
natural
family
planning
techniques can (and often are!) used to
promote large families, and there can be
no objection to this, of course. But when
those same techniques are used to
prevent conception for any and all reasons
and for prolonged periods of time constituting a veritable Catholic form of
contraception - without the slightest regard
for Pius’s “grave reasons” (i.e, lifethreatening illnesses), they can hardly be
regarded as being in accord with his
teaching, much less the mind of Holy
Mother Church. “I am not pleased with the
statement in the text that married couples
may determine the number of children they
are to have,” wrote the late, great Cardinal
Alfredo Ottaviani, head of the Holy Office
before, during and after Vatican II, and also
the esteemed prelate who personally
crowned Cardinal Montini pope (Paul VI).
“Never has this been heard of in the
Church,” he concluded. (The Rhine Flows
into the Tiber, by Father Ralph Wiltgen, Tan
Books and Publishers, 1967.)

Never has this been heard of in the
Church! Natural justice demands that the
abuse of natural birth control so rampant
among otherwise faithful Catholics today
not be laid at the feet of the venerable
pontiff, who in fact said: “you can give
irrefutable proofs of the stupidity of birthcontrol theories and of the harm that
comes from putting them into practice; but
as long as there is no sincere
determination to let the Creator carry on
His work as He chooses, then human
selfishness will always find new sophistries
and excuses to still the voice of conscience
and to carry on abuses.”
Cf Blame It On Obama! Pius XII, the Large
Family and the End of the Catholic Church
in America, The Remnant Newspaper
(online) 30/3/12 Extract reprinted here with kind
permission.
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Ireland Calling: did you hear the one about
the iPriests? Increasing number of priests
using ipads at altar… Editor
A growing number of priests in Ireland
(and, in fact, around the world) are
taking their iPads
to the altar.
According to TheJournal.ie priests are
using the devices to do everything
from reading the gospels to
downloading blessings and even
updating their Twitter accounts. “It’s
very handy” says Fr Fintan Monaghan,
secretary to the Archbishop of Tuam.
“My Twitter account says I am a
Liverpool and Munster fan, so you are
as likely to see me tweeting about that
as anything profound”• says Fr
Gerard Molony, a priest with the
Redemptorist order. “In fact, you’re
less likely to see anything profound on
it.” (Ed: well, you said it.)
One of the “ipriests” mentioned in news
reports is Fr Paddy Rushe (pictured)
from Dundalk, Co. Louth. His Twitter
account is revealing; apart from his
avatar (photo) of himself in laid-back
mode nursing coffee cup, his
comments comprise largely of praising
various TV programmes and frivolous
chit chat with friends in socialnetworking speak.

He comments on USA politics:
“Paul Ryan, practising Catholic, an
interesting choice 4Romney - also
4theRepublicans. Both VPs are
Catholics - But no women in US
Politics?”
There’s really something particularly
unattractive about a politically correct
Catholic priest - don’t you think? Just
doesn’t sit well with Christ’s teaching
about humility, seeking the lowest
place, not to mention the unique
vocation of (most) women to marriage
and motherhood. The presumption that
all women - including married women
of child-bearing age - are free to
assume positions of national and even
international importance in State
government is par for the course
among daft feminists. Catholic priests,
one would have thought, held to
somewhat higher values.
Not, however, when the Catholic Faith
takes a walk. Like so many others
today, there’s some talk of “faith” in Fr
Rushe’s tweets (stupid term): “Times
may be a-changing but ‘faith’ will
always have a role in people’s lives
(public and private).”

‘Faith’ Versus Catholicism…
Mary Kenny writes…
…it is evident, especially in Dublin, that
nominal inscription to a religion is one
thing, while actual practice is another.
…a substantial number of Irish people
have ditched the religion of their
ancestors because they think it no
longer applies in an age of scientific
rationality; because they rebuff
"control" by ecclesiastics; because
they are disgusted by the clerical
scandals – indeed, Archbishop
Diarmuid Martin of Dublin is himself
disgusted by what he has had to read
in the archives; or because sex, drugs
and accumulating electronic gadgets
are more "relevant" to modern life than
"God and Mary, His Mother", as the
traditional greeting in the Irish
language puts it.

It’s the way I tell ‘em…

Note: “a role” - we’re not here talking
about the unique role of the Catholic
Church in saving souls from Hell. Any
old ‘faith’ will do - it’s the “keeping up
appearances” syndrome again.
Take a look for yourself at the very
revealing meanderings of Fr Paddy
Rushe on his Twitter account:
Patrick Rushe @paddystarbucks
https://twitter.com/paddystarbucks
“Joined, because 'it was the thing to do' I now
see the huge potential this form of
communication has. I want to learn more and
be more 'real' out there! ”
Ed: Really? Well, why not be “more real out
there” by “networking” with your parishioners
in the tried and tested way - go visiting them
in their homes. That way you’ll meet the lapsed
and other souls in need, not just your pals on
Twitter (fellow ‘twits’? Just asking.)
Remember, while you’ve been tweeting,
“Catholic Ireland” has been listed among the
top ten atheist countries. Ireland losing its
religion - among top ten atheist countries, Irish
Central, 21/8/12

for the poor in Pakistan. If the
structures of religion are weaker, some
of the kind impulses of faith are still
there. Mary Kenny, The end of Catholic
Ireland, The Guardian, 8/8/12

Ed: this dangerous notion, that as long as
we have ‘faith’ of some kind, all is well with
convent school bore it, is now a highly the world, is spreading. Mary Kenny is, of
course, a lady of ‘liberal’ bent - anything
unusual moniker among younger goes as long as (in the above extracts from
generations.
a typical article in the Kenny genre) we can
Yet I would distinguish between describe it as ‘faith’.

"religion" and "faith" in the Irish context.
If the traditional structures of "religion"
are weaker, there remains a strong
deposit of "faith" among the people.
Country pilgrimages still thrive. When
there is a local tragedy – fishermen
drowned at sea, teenagers killed in a
bad road collision – the parish priest
still speaks for the people, and
organises the rites of passage. And
solace.

I was in a church in a small Co Leitrim
townland of 900 people not long ago
when the priest thanked parishioners
for helping out flood victims in Pakistan
And yes, the forename of "Mary", once – they had put over €3,000 on the plate
so common that half the class at my

She seems unaware of the fact that “the
kind impulses of faith” are not enough to
win anyone entry into Heaven. Pagans and
Protestants of every hue, are “kind”. I’m
sure secular humanists, among them
Freemasons and Communists, donated
many thousands of euros to help the flood
victims in Pakistan.
Being “kind” doesn’t cut it. It’s nice - don’t
get me wrong - and makes this world a
better place in which to live. It just doesn’t
suffice for The Judgment.
“Not everyone who says ‘Lord, Lord’ shall
enter the Kingdom of Heaven; but he that
does the will of my Father in heaven, he
shall enter the into the Kingom of heaven
(Matt 7:21)
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Joanna Bogle …
& The Case of the Poison Pen Letters
In our May, 2012
edition, I named
(but didn’t quite
manage to shame)
Joanna Bogle as a
possible suspect in
“The Case of the
Poison
Pen
Letters”.

Fatima Priest Targeted…
Fr Paul Kramer, renowned author and
speaker on the subject of the Fatima
apparitions, who’d been invited to
speak at the planned Family Life
International (FLI) conference in
London
on
28th
April,
was
unceremoniously dropped from the
proceedings after certain individuals
wrote letters of complaint, including to
the priest in charge of the venue at St
George’s Cathedral in London, This
underhand campaign led to the
cancelling of the invitation to Fr Paul
Kramer.
Aware of the modus operandi of the
anti-Fatima brigade, and given other
information passed to our agents, this
operation appeared to have Mrs
Bogle’s fingerprints all over it. Since it
was difficult to obtain arrest warrants,
we settled for sending Joanna a copy
of our report. As is our quaint old
custom, I mustered all my organising
skills to make sure that a compliments
slip was attached to the newsletter,
alerting her to the report in which she
was named.
In response, Mrs Bogle did not deny
her involvement in the nasty antiFatima and anti-Father Paul Kramer
campaign, but chose instead to belittle
our publication. Here’s what she wrote
A strange.....and angry photocopied
brochure arrives in the post, lots of small
print and odd little drawings. It's produced
by a lady in Scotland who is very angry
indeed about things in the Church, and
very much dislikes Auntie Joanna. The
brochure opens with a big tirade partly
aimed at me. But the poor lady who writes
it dislikes a lot of other people too, and
emphasises throughout that this is
because she is a Catholic who is
responsible for defending traditional and
true Catholicism against people like…
well… JB among others. It was kind of her
to send me the brochure but I am not very
clear what her aim was in doing so. In any
case, I have read it, and have now returned
it with good wishes and thanks. (Ed: see
letters, p.9)

Editor
For the record, I don’t dislike anyone,
Joanna included. But Joanna, as
reported in our May newsletter, is very
much a believer in the infallibility of just
about everyone in the Vatican. Like all
papolatrists, her faith in the absolute
truth of every utterance of any
(modern) pope extends to include
everyone remotely connected with the
Curia. Thus, Our Lady got it wrong
when she asked for the Consecration
of Russia and the popes got it right
when they consecrated the world and
we’re now enjoying the promised
period of world peace to prove it.
Wonderful.
Joanna’s failure to grasp the truth
about Fatima is not her only mistake.
I took a trip through her blog in
preparation for this piece, and she’s
got it spectacularly wrong on the SSPX
as well. Ironically, in the midst of an
error-ridden commentary on the
ongoing talks between the SSPX and
Rome, she rebukes one of her
bloggers: Do think things through
before rushing into an angry comment
on my Blog. Well, if he wasn’t angry
before, he’s sure to have been angry
after reading this nonsense:
The Lefevbvrists went into schism in 1988
… The excommunications were lifted in
2009 - not for Lefebvre (Ed: commentators
argue that the statement of nullity in the 2009
Decree, includes Archbishop Lefebvre)* who had

already alas died excommunicated and,
apparently, unrepentant. It now seems
possible that some of the Lefebvrists may
return to the Church. No one is asking them
to eat humble pie and grovel about it - they
can be glad that in the Church today the
mood is rather more generous than
perhaps in times past and the Holy Father
has been very patient and understanding.
If they are prepared to return and accept
the gentle discipline of things, they will find
there is food for their souls and mercy in
abundance. (Message from Bishop Fellay:

Public
Dissenter
NOT
Targeted…
Jon Cruddas

Anyway, I contacted Joanna via her
blog to ask her if she was planning to
write to the organisers of the Justice &
Peace Conference in the Diocese of
Brentwood who’d invited Jon Cruddas,
MP for Dagenham and Rainham, to
address their conference on 29th
September, 2012. Given that Cruddas
is pro-abortion, and proud of his pro“gay” voting history in Parliament, and
given Auntie Joanna’s documented
concern that “there would be real
scandal caused if Fr Kramer were to
speak at a conference organised by
Catholics” 1 she’s bound to recognise
the very real and horrendous scandal
that would definitely result from this
speaker’s inclusion in any Catholic
conference… one would think. But one
might well be wrong because that
would entail criticising a Bishop of the
“mainstream” Church.
Bishop Thomas McMahon is to
introduce the Conference so I doubt if
Joanna would dare to allow any whiff
of scandal around him: I mean,
criticise, even implicitly, a bishop?
Especially when the MP in question is
a “practising Catholic”… At time of
going to press, I’ve received no reply
from Auntie Joanna - and I’ll be
amazed if Bishop Thomas McMahon
has heard from her either. It’s one thing
to attack a sound Catholic priest who
writes books about Our Lady without
questioning her perpetual virginity2 and
whose chief crime is to want the whole
truth about Fatima to be made public
(as Our Lady requested) but quite
another to question a bishop-in-goodstanding (with Rome, if not with God)
on the wisdom of providing a platform
for a public dissenter.

Shucks, thanks Joanna…)
1

*... in virtue of the current decree, I lift the
censure of excommunication latae sententiae
to Bishops Bernard Fellay, Bernard Tissier de
Mallerais, Richard Williamson and Alfonso de
Galarreta declared by this Congregation on
July 1, 1988, while I declare null of juridical
consequences, as of today, the decree
released in the past. (Decree, signed by Cardinal
Giovanni Battista Re, Prefect of the Congregation for
Bishops, January 21, 2009.) - Emphasis added.

See Issue No. 72, May, 2012, p.3ff. This
commentary is based on the fact that Joanna has
not denied authoring the letter quoted in the
May edition.
2 Following his appointment to the very high
office of Prefect of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, Joanna described Bishop
Muller as “a good man”. I could find no
discussion on her blog of his writings which
cast doubt (to put it mildly) on central Catholic
teachings, such as Transubstantiation and the
perpetual virginity of Our Lady. See p 4-5.
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The Furies Gather Round Bishop Fellay
Carol Byrne
The Society of St Pius X has a long- ceive the public: adding someone’s
standing and international reputation
as a defender of Catholic Tradition par
excellence. This is due in large part to
the competent leadership of His Excellency Bishop Fellay who has achieved
some remarkable results surpassing
the expectations of the Society’s holy
Founder, Archbishop Lefebvre:
• withdrawal of the unjust 1988 Decree
of excommunication affecting not only
the four SSPX Bishops but also, by
implication, Archbishop Lefebvre and
Bishop de Castro Mayer. (Readers are
referred to the January 2009 statement from the Congregation of Bishops that the entire Decree - and not
just the section of it pertaining to the
named Bishops - was officially declared to be "deprived of any juridical
effect")
• official recognition by the Pope that
the traditional Latin Mass has never
been abrogated and therefore cannot
be forbidden to the priests or faithful of
the Roman Rite
• a series of doctrinal talks between
the hierarchy of the Society and the
Vatican in which the errors of Vatican
II and the traditional doctrine of the
Church were brought for the first time
since the Council to the attention of
the Roman authorities for detailed discussion

name to an Open Letter without their
express permission (whether they
might agree with its contents or not) is
a fraudulent act.
The whole of the Open Letter is a
welter of confusion and self-contradiction. Most of the opposition to Bishop
Fellay is based on a spurious source –
his recent interview given to the Catholic News Agency (an arm of the US
Conference of Catholic Bishops). The
interview, as was obvious at the time
and as Bishop Fellay later explained,
was drastically cut and arranged in
such as way as to take his words out
of context – another fraud. Let us not
forget that it was on such a travesty
that people were induced to sign the
Open Letter.
Similarly, the Open Letter purports to
find a discrepancy between previous
and current statements of Bishop Fellay by quoting snippets of his talks out
of context. Take, for example, the reference to the CNA interview of October 2007 in which a quote from Fellay:
“Ratzinger should prepare for a direct
revision of the Council texts and not
just denounce their incorrect hermeneutic (interpretation)” is twisted and
presented in opposition to his present
stance. What he actually said – and
this can be verified by consulting the
CNA archives– is that “the rupture with
the past is directly related, unfortunately, to some texts of Vatican II and
these texts, in some way, should be
revised.” So he was not advocating a
wholesale revision of Vatican II, as the
Open Letter leads its readers to believe. On that occasion, Bishop Fellay
cited as an example the declaration on
religious freedom, Dignitatis Humanae
He stated that the document subjects
the Church to the authority of the State
which “should submit to the Catholic
faith and recognize that it is the religion of the State.”

Yet, in spite of all this, a clique of
activists within the Society who appear
to be in business to block every attempt at reconciliation have been
working round the clock to discredit
Bishop Fellay’s attempts to achieve
what Archbishop Lefebvre himself always wanted – recognition by Rome
and freedom for Catholic Tradition. A
recent example is the publication on
May 19th 2012 of an Open Letter to
Bishop Fellay which bristles with innuendoes that he is planning a sell out of
the Society and jeopardizing the future
of Catholic Tradition. Pick yourself up The matter has been cleared up by
Bishop Fellay in his recent interview
off the floor. There’s more.
on DICI in which he explained at
With the discovery that some signa- length how the official position of the
tures on the Open Letter have been Society has not changed and remains
appended without their owners’ per- that of its Founder: to accept whatever
mission or knowledge, the situation in the Council accords with Tradition,
has been transformed into something clarify whatever is ambiguous and remuch nastier and more unsavoury. ject what is erroneous. So there is no
Not only are we dealing with a cynical inconsistency involved. Yet the Open
propaganda strategy to discredit Bish- Letter asks readers which Bishop Felop Fellay, but also an attempt to de-

lay would they agree with – the one
who defended Tradition in 2007 or
the one who supposedly advocated
compromising the Faith in 2012. It is,
of course a false opposition, a clever
ruse to garner signatures for an antiFellay campaign.
The Open Letter’s objections to the
secrecy in which the discussions between the Society and Rome are
conducted are illuminating. The implication is that whatever is going on
must be detrimental to the “future of
the Society and the future of Tradition.” But no real evidence has been
brought forward to substantiate this
claim. The tone of the Letter comes
across as a kvetch against Bishop
Fellay’s right to take responsibility for
the Society and conduct talks with
the appropriate level of prudence and
discretion demanded of any social
discussions
requiring
authority,
whether in diplomatic affairs, business or family matters. It would be
most improper to divulge every detail
of Bishop Fellay’s talks with the Vatican, thus exposing him to undue
pressure from groups wishing for a
particular outcome for which he alone
has to make a decision in conscience. By enticing the faithful to
envy the General Superior’s prerogative and encouraging a grassroots
intervention in the high-level discussions, the Open Letter seems to be
advocating the Vatican II invention of
Collegiality. How’s that for an own
goal?

Continued on p.15
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The Furies Gather Round Bishop Fellay continued from p.14 …

Reference is made in the Open Letter
to an article on the USA District website concerning St Basil’s “silence”
when dealing with the heretics of his
day, and the gratuitous assumption is
made that the SSPX now preaches
that “the correct attitude of Catholics
when faced with heterodoxy and heresy in high places is one of silence in
the face of apostasy, in order to accommodate themselves with the
apostates.” But this is all based on a
misreading of the article which shows
that St Basil used his prudential judgement not to use a certain theological
formula because he knew it was being
exploited by his enemies to support
their heresy. As Bishop Tissier de
Mallerais pointed out in his 2012 Pentecost sermon, St Basil never compromised the Faith. In fact, St Basil was a
most articulate defender of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, and his writings prepared the way for the end of
the Arian heresy.

there is not the slightest evidence –
besides, how could the author and the
signatories of the Open Letter be the
judges of the discussions which are
being conducted in secrecy? In fact, in
his June 8 interview on DICI, Bishop
Fellay specifically addressed the issue
of keeping silence in the face of apostasy and mentioned the necessity for
freedom not only to speak but also to
act against error.
And so the Letter goes on and on in its
destructive course, breathing fire
against Bishop Fellay in practically
every line. Its main weakness is that it
is full of veiled accusations without
actually providing convincing arguments. Beneath its pious invocations
of “humility”, “honesty” and good intentions, it threatens the very integrity of
the Society itself and therefore the
future of Catholic Tradition.

We must conclude with a salutary reminder to those who have signed the
The odious implication is that Bishop Open Letter that false assumptions
Fellay is hiding the truths of the Faith and unscrupulous behaviour can nevin his dealings with Rome of which er be the basis for decent action.

Carol Byrne holds a PhD in French from the
University of Durham and is the author of The
Catholic Worker Movement (1933-1980): A
Critical Analysis which was published in 2010.
She lives with her husband Ben in Nunthorpe,
Middlesbrough, England.

The Catholic Worker Movement is
available from the following outlets…
AuthorHouse
Bookstore,
500 Avebury
Boulevard,
Milton Keynes,
Buckinghamshire,
MK9 2BE
Tel: 0800 197 4150.
http://www.authorhouse.c
o.uk/Bookstore/BookDet
ail.aspx?BookId=SKU000381403

Readers in the US should order from
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?u
rl=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&fieldkeywords=Carol+Byrne

Bishop Fellay: we must keep intact the Faith, source
of God’s grace…
“The Church has always considered that the best testimony to the truth is to be
found in the early Christians’ unity built in prayer and charity. They had “but one
heart and one soul,” as we read in the Acts of the Apostles (cf. Acts 4, 32).
Such a common ideal is also our watchword, Cor Unum being the name of the
internal bulletin of the SSPX. Hence we distance ourselves resolutely from all
those who have tried to take advantage of the situation in order to drive a wedge
turning Society members against each
other. Such a spirit does not come from
God…
More than ever we must maintain the
knife’s edge traced by our venerated
founder. It is not easy to keep, yet
absolutely vital for the Church and the
treasure of its Tradition.

Bishop Fellay

the Church of two millennia. This is
what we want also, following his lead,
so that we may effectively help “to
restore all things in Christ.” It is not us
who will break with Rome, the Eternal
Rome, mistress of wisdom and truth.
Nevertheless, it would be unrealistic to
deny that there is a modernist and
liberal influence in the Church since the
Second Vatican Council and its
subsequent reforms. In a word, we
maintain the faith in the primacy of the
Roman Pontiff and in the Church
founded upon Peter, but we refuse all
which contributes to the “selfdemolition
of
the
Church”
acknowledged by Paul VI himself since
1968.

We are Catholic, we recognise the pope
and the bishops, but above all else we
must keep intact the Faith, source of
God’s grace. Therefore we must avoid May Our Lady, Mother of the Church,
all that may endanger the Faith, without hasten the day of its authentic
trying to become a replacement for the restoration!”
Church, Catholic, Apostolic, and
Roman. Far from us the idea of Bishop Fellay: Interview, 16 July, 2012,
establishing a parallel Church, of Feast of Our Lady of Mt Carmel.
Source : Dici 258.
exercising a parallel magisterium!

This was well explained by Archbishop Lefebvre more than thirty years ago: he
did not wish to hand down anything else but what he himself had received from

For further brief commentary on the
SSPX/Rome talks see Hopeful Signs, p.17…
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Vatican II: Fifty Glorious Years
Satire…

Dr I.M. Mason

Following the disgraceful talks held in the Jesuit church of St Aloysius, Garnethill, Glasgow, (see
another series of talks by the Jesuits was held in Sacred Heart Parish,
Laurieston, Edinburgh to celebrate the Fifty Glorious Years since Vatican II (1962-1965). The Grand
Master of the Supreme Lodge also celebrated this event. Although the Jesuits rejected his talk for
their series, he wrote to all his members, patting himself on the back for what they have achieved. As we
have spies everywhere we have obtained a copy of his email for your interest.
Issue No. 71, March, 2012),

From the Patriarch of the Supreme Lodge [revoltingmasons@catholicchurch.com]
To all Senior Masons [workingroundtheclocktodestroythecatholicchurch.com]
Subject: FIFTY GLORIOUS YEARS
Since Brother Adam Weishaupt
commissioned by the Patriarchs
established the Order of the Illuminatti
amongst us in 17761, we have been
very successful in the destruction of
Christianity by :1) Abolition of Monarchy and all
ordered Government
2) Abolition of Private Property
3) Abolition of Inheritance
4) Abolition of Sovereign Nations and
Patriotism
5) Abolition of the Family – Marriage
to be replaced by communal living
6) Abolition of the Catholic Religion
(Brother Voltaire’s Écrasez l’Infâme)2

It is necessary to establish a Universal
Regime over the whole world. Following this we planned and achieved the
French Revolution; the seizing of the
Papal States, under Garibaldi; Republican governments all over Europe;
the destruction of the last Catholic
Empire in Europe, the Austro-Hungarian Empire; and the Communist Revolution in Russia in 1917.
However our great enemy, the Woman Clothed with the Sun appeared to
three little children in Fatima on 13th
May 1917 and gave them her plan for
the end of war – all wars and world
peace. She confirmed her message
by a stupendous miracle on 13th October 1917, witnessed by seventy thousand people, which she had forecast
three months in advance. Unfortunately, Portugal became a fervent
Catholic country again and our enemy
the Catholic Church became stronger
than ever.
Fortunately we had a Jesuit Fr Edward Dhanis who maligned the seer,
Sr Lucy and her credibility. He was
promoted to the Gregorian University,
Rome where he had a great influence

on all the seminarians, future bishops Bishops’ Conferences over the
supremacy of Peter. Subsequent
and priests.
Popes have had great difficulty in
The Woman had asked for the Solemn
exerting their authority and are given
Consecration of Russia by the Pope
lip service only by many Bishops’
and Bishops of the Catholic Church to
Conferences e.g. Humanae Vitae and
her Immaculate Heart and the devotion
Summorum Pontificum.
of the five First Saturdays. If her and
her Divine Son’s requests were fulfilled Our members pushed for the renewal
there would be peace. We have of Religious Orders in line with the
managed to get this ignored by about “spirit of Vatican II”. While all these
90% of Catholics. If her requests were major orders delegates assembled in
met, the Catholic Church would flourish Rome to discuss the revision of their
as never before and we would be constitutions their numbers got less
unable to continue our revolutionary and less. They also “renewed” the
projects towards a brave New World Catechetical programme which had
Order and universal domination.
been produced by some of their most
5
In 1933, we put one thousand of our able men, Peter Canisius and Pope
brightest young men into seminaries all Pius X. Now very few Catholic children
know what to believe and are easily
over the world.3 This proved most
corrupted by school sex education,
successful as many became Bishops
contraception and abortion not to
and some even became Cardinals.
mention homosexual propaganda.
They also promoted and encouraged
homosexuality among the clergy.
We promoted among the liturgists (an
interesting type of cleric, easily
By infiltrating the heart of the Catholic
manipulated by us) the idea that all
Church in this manner we have made
pre-Vatican II religious practices i.e.
huge strides in these last fifty years
family Rosary, May and October
since the council they arranged which
devotions, Stations of the Cross,
has become known as the Second
hymns to the Sacred Heart and Our
Vatican Council, or commonly known
Lady, were all medieval and not
as Vatican II.
suitable to “modern” Catholics and
Pope John XXIII wanted to bring down replaced them with feel good
the barriers in the Catholic Church and meaningless ditties.
invite the Russian Orthodox to his
We abolished the concept of mortal sin
council. To this end the Metz
and strongly discouraged any mention
Agreement was signed on the
of Hell.
condition that the council would not
condemn Communism (and Masonry)4. We destroyed adoration of God by
The schemas prepared for the Council removing altar rails, having the priest
were rejected and we had a major face the people during the celebration
influence on the further deliberations. of Mass. Allowing ordinary lay people
After the council a Liturgy Commission to take a more active part in the Mass
under Brother Bugnini was set up to led to them distributing Holy
establish a New Order of Mass, Communion and to the practice of
pleasing to the Protestants and receiving Holy Communion in the
resembling Brother Cranmer’s Mass of hand. This was previously unheard of
the Reformation. This was a major because of the respect and veneration
Ecumenical victory and a real body that all preceding generations had for
blow against our implacable enemy, the Consecrated Hosts.
the Catholic Church. We also promoted
Continued on p.17
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Satire…Vatican II: Fifty Glorious Years continued from p.16
schismatic Russian Church came to an
agreement. According to its terms, the Russian
“Orthodox Church” agreed to send observers
to Vatican II under the condition that no
condemnation whatsoever of communism
should be made at the Council - cf Romano
Amerio, Iota Unum, K.C., MO: Sarto House,
1996, pp. 75-76. Available from Amazon.com *

When Pope Paul VI died in 1978, he
was succeeded by Pope John Paul I
who was a real danger to us. He
intended to make the Consecration to
Russia6 and also to expose and
neutralise our bishops and cardinals,
so we had him poisoned and Cardinal
Villot, the Secretary of State arranged
for an embalming of his body at 5 am
so that the cause of his death could not
be discovered.7

5 St Peter Canisius revitalized the Faith in the

16th century, in Austria, Bavaria, and Bohemia.
He preached and taught in parishes, reformed
and founded universities, wrote many books
including popular catechisms, brought back
lapsed Catholics, won converts from the new
Protestantism, preached retreats, and cared for
the sick.
6 “..the Messenger of St. Anthony maintains that
before he was Pope, in the spring of 1977,
Bishop Luciani had a previously undisclosed
visit with Fatima seer Lucia dos Santos in
Coimbra, Portugal - at which time Sister Lucia,
a nun at the Mount Carmel Monastery,
allegedly prophesied his election as Pope.
The publication quotes Pope John Paul I's
brother, Edoardo, who took part in the pilgrimage, as recalling details about the dramatic
meeting.

As in the secular world our brethren
have deceived most of the world that
Communism no longer exists since the
fall of the Berlin Wall. They do not
realise that we have fed them
Gramsci’s Communism8 which is now
world wide, we have destabilised their
youth with drugs which brings us in
vast amounts of money.
So, also, we have now almost entirely
convinced the majority of the Catholics
that the Consecration of Russia has
been done.

"Albino told his secretary to remain in the
waiting room," he said. "The meeting was
supposed to last only ten minutes, but as it
turned out, it lasted about two hours. I don't
know what they talked about. All I know is
that, after this meeting, my brother was deeply
troubled. In fact, he was so unsettled by this
encounter that he remained completely silent
for the whole trip home."
The Messenger reports that after the Pope's
death, it became known that Lucia had greeted
the then-Patriarch as "Holy Father." "She predicted his election to the papacy, but also that
his pontificate would be a very short one and
that he would be succeeded by a foreigner, a
Cardinal from Cracow," claims Allegri. "This
prediction was also confirmed by the Patriarch
himself during one of his talks with the Venetian theologian Father Germano Pattaro."

Despite these Glorious Fifty Years, we
must ensure the Peace Plan given to
the World by the Woman is not
implemented. Otherwise, Freemasonry
will be destroyed and many souls will Ironically, Luciani and his future successor,
be saved and go to Heaven instead of Karol Wojtyla, became close after the Fatimarelated meeting, and it is said that Pope John I
Hell.

John Robison, Professor of philosophy at the
University of Edinburgh in Scotland, published
a book named "Proofs of a Conspiracy" In his
book he described the diabolic plans, which he
found out by infiltrating Freemasonry, of the
New World Order (NWO) and the role of Adam
Weishaupt and the Illuminati. He claims the
NWO plans will be realized by those who
control the international banking system (the
Rothschilds' banks, IMF, World Bank and
Federal Reserve). Available from Amazon.com *
2 Voltaire, letter (1762). In fact,Voltaire said
that the infamy he wanted “crushed” (Écrasez
l’Infâme) was superstition, not the Church
itself.
3 See “School of Darkness” by Bella Dodd
(former Communist). Available from Amazon.com *
4In August 1962, The Vatican and the
1

himself later predicted who would succeed
him, indicating the person who was in the
room right in front of him at the Conclave held
in the Sistine Chapel.
That person was Karol Wojtyla - Pope John
Paul II - who became pontiff after Pope John
Paul I died mysteriously.”

simply a process of softening, or radicalising
the culture’s beliefs about various social issues,
such as homosexuality, marriage, education,
women, religion, divorce, pornography, media,
abortion, and established political parties. The
idea is to change people’s thinking so that they
become more liberal and, thus, eventually new
norms take root in society. The culture changes.
* Note: it is worth checking first with Carmel Books,
before ordering from other outlets. Telephone: 01635
255340 or email enquiries.carmelbooks@gmail.com

Dr I.M. Mason is a pseudonym for a layman
in the Archdiocese of Glasgow, whose real
identity we are withholding for professional
reasons.

Hopeful Signs…
Catholic Truth Blogger Athanasius took
centre stage in our discussions on the
hoped for regularisation of the SSPX when
he challenged the claim that “nothing has
changed” in recent years. As evidence,
Athanasius offered a list of changes for the
better - signs that the SSPX has nothing to
fear from a carefully planned
regularisation, under the leadership of
Bishop Fellay. Athanasius’ list includes:
*the rehabilitation of the ancient Mass,
made available to every priest (following)
a Rosary Crusade offered for that end
*traditional parishes beginning to appear
in various dioceses around the world. That
would have been unthinkable just a few
years ago
*the excommunications lifted and
negotiations begun with the SSPX - at the
Pope’s request - (after) yet another Rosary
Crusade
*Pope
Benedict’s
discomfort
with
Communion in the hand and the efforts of
bishops here and there to ban the practice
altogether
*There are some very good young bishops
coming through the ranks of the Church
and there are growing numbers of SSPXfriendly priests arising everywhere at a time
when the Modernist old guard (still holding
sway at present) is ageing and dying off

http://www.spiritdaily.net/piobombshell.htm

In God's Name: An Investigation into the
Murder of Pope John Paul I by David Yallop
7

Available from Amazon.com *
8

Antonio Gramsci (1891 - 1937) was an Italian
Communist whose theories have stealthily been
incorporated into our culture for at least 50
years. Most people may have never heard of
him, but they would recognize his ideas taking
place in western societies. Gramsci believed
that the way to incorporate Marxism in
capitalist societies was best achieved from the
bottom up by stealthily changing the beliefs of
the culture itself. This “cultural hegemony” is

* there are definite signs that grace is
moving (Pope Benedict) to act favourably
towards the SSPX and Tradition. He has
spoken openly of a crisis in the Church, of
a “hermeneutic of rupture” with Tradition
following Vatican II, and of the continued
unfolding of the Third Secret of Fatima,
with which chastisement he has already
associated the clerical sexual abuse
scandal
See SSPX/Rome Accord – is a split inevitable?
Catholic Truth Blog, Athanasius, 21/5/12
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An Independent Scotland?
Catholics, be careful what you vote for…
Andrew McCann
Scottish Catholics should be wary of
the current Scottish National Party
campaign in favour of an Independent
Scotland. History is littered with
tragedies involving ethnic or religious
minorities
in
newly-independent
countries. Could such a tragedy
happen here?
In 1923, John White, an influential
evangelical preacher and leader of the
Church of Scotland’s Church and
Nation Committee, published a report
entitled The Menace of the Irish Race
to our Scottish Nationality. Less of an
attack upon Catholicism than a diatribe
against the Irish, who were portrayed
as degenerate, the report attacked the
Church of Scotland’s welcome for the
1918 Education (Scotland) Act which
allowed Catholic education. (CoS
Education Committee, 1919, p39)

report as highlighting ‘…the aggressive
attitude of [the Catholic]Church in the
social and political life of the
community. In Scotland the Roman
Catholic Church forms a compact
community largely of alien origin with
interests of its own … the belief that
the Roman Church is coming to
exercise an undue influence over
public life is widespread and is
undoubtedly causing uneasiness even
to many who shrink from giving public
expression to it … Above all, those
who cherish the Protestant heritage of
our country should realise that it is
being definitely menaced.’ (CoS Church
and Nation Report, 1952, pp.328-330)

Of course,
it would be
well-nigh
impossible to write
about sectarianism
in Scotland without
mentioning football.

In his seminal work, The Scottish
Nation 1700-2000 (1999), well known
Scottish historian, Professor Tom
Devine recognises the role played by
White in determining the attitudes of
many Scottish Protestants towards
Catholics of Irish origin in Scotland.
“He revived the nineteenth-century
evangelical emphasis... the nation's ills
were blamed once again on individual
failings which could be cured only by More recently, of course, both the
controlling laziness, intemperance, Church of Scotland and its Church and
gambling and sexual licence.” (Devine, Nation Committee have a more
1999, p383)
moderate record. In 1975, Archbishop
White was certainly very influential; Winning addressed the General
according to Dr Elinor Kelly, of the Assembly; in 1982, the Moderator was
Faculty of Education at Glasgow presented to Pope John Paul during
University, he “… swept his co- his Papal Visit to Scotland. In 1986, the
religionists into a vociferous campaign Church and Nation committee
against … Catholic schools. His encouraged the General Assembly to
campaign against Irish immigration withdraw that section of the
was
enthusiastically
pursued Westminster Confession of 1647 which
throughout the 1920s and '30's… described the Pope as the anti-Christ.
accusing the Irish of criminality, In August 2000, Andrew McLellan,
intemperance, driving down wages, during his Moderatorial year, preached
taking employment from Scots and in the Cathedral in Edinburgh, and in
being a major charge on the public June 2001 he attended the unveiling
purse.” (Kelly, Challenging Sectarianism in of the Carfin memorial to those who
Scotland: the Prism of Racism, Scottish
Affairs, no. 42, winter 2003)

Kelly points out that, by 1952, the
Church of Scotland had become a
member of both British and World
Councils of Churches and supported
the Councils’ policy ‘to oppose racial
discrimination wherever it is found, at
home or overseas…’(CoS Church and

died in the Irish famines of the 19th
century.

In 2001, the Rev. Andrew McLellan
wrote about the Scottish Orange
movement – ‘we need to learn to
understand this community: we will
never be able to rid Scotland of
sectarianism until we understand what
it is that drives the loyalist community.’
Nation Report, 1952, p315)
Scottish Protestants, he wrote, had to
However, she also quotes the same
learn ‘… how deep the wounds have

gone … how important to [Scottish
Catholics] is any sign that Protestant
attitudes now are not what they once
were.’ (Sunday Herald 08/07/01)
Still, sectarianism remained, for many,
a live issue in Scottish society – and
some argued that the SNP were not
afraid to promote their Scottish and
Protestant credentials. The Monklands
East by-election, in 1994, remains clear
in the memory; the campaign focused
upon allegations of sectarian bias on
Monklands District Council. It was
alleged that the council, controlled by
Labour members, had favoured
spending
in
Coatbridge,
a
predominantly Catholic area, over
Airdrie, a mostly Protestant area; and
that councillors had unfairly influenced
council employment policies. It was
one of the dirtiest and most vicious
campaigns on record. The media did
not help, for example, canvassing the
views of the candidates on their
attitudes towards Orangeism and
Orange music. On the night of the
electoral count, Helen Liddell was spat
upon and called "scum" and a "Fenian
b*****d".
In her victory speech Liddell claimed
that the SNP had "played the Orange
card", which Alex Salmond strenuously
denied. (Mark Stuart, John Smith. A Life
(London: Politico, 2005, p. 392)

Of course, it would be well-nigh
impossible to write about sectarianism
in Scotland without mentioning football.
Glasgow and the west, in particular,
has been divided between Celtic and
Rangers for about a hundred years. In
short, Rangers have been identified as
a ‘Protestant’ team, while many
perceive Celtic as ‘Catholic’. Without
wishing to become embroiled in a
football argument, suffice to say that
for over a hundred years, Rangers did
not, it appears, knowingly sign a
Catholic player until July 10, 1989,
when they signed ex-Celt Maurice
Johnston. Celtic had a tradition of
signing players of all colours and
creeds – indeed, their legendary
manager, Jock Stein, and several
members of their world-famous ‘Lisbon
Lions’ were Scottish Protestants.
Continued on p.19
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Still, it is undoubtedly true that Celtic
was established by Catholics and
continues to attract many Catholic
supporters.
Kelly reports on the impact of this
divide; in 1995, a Celtic fan, Mark Scott,
was murdered on his way home from
a Celtic-Partick Thistle match. ‘He was
killed outside a Rangers pub in
Bridgeton… by Jason Campbell, the
son and nephew of men who were
responsible for the bombing of two
Glasgow bars in 1979 … The way in
which Campbell killed Mark, a boy of
16, was shockingly public and brutal,
[and] there was widespread relief when
Campbell
was
convicted
and
sentenced to a term of imprisonment.’
However, barely 18 months later it was
revealed that, as part of the Northern
Irish ‘Peace Process’, ministers were
considering his transfer to Belfast on
the grounds that he was a ‘Loyalist’
prisoner!

in the post. However, many Catholics
and Celtic supporters have expressed
concern that it is difficult to achieve a
conviction for the sectarian elements
of such charges; the evidence
demonstrates that common assault
charges are proven, while the sectarian
elements (which carry a greater
sentence) are unsuccessful. One of
these assaults took place live on
television; the defendant admitted his
guilt, and yet an Edinburgh jury refused
to convict on the most serious charge!
Scotland’s head of refereeing, Hugh
Dallas, left his position in November
2010 amid a controversy over an
offensive email at the time of the last
Papal Visit.

Of course, Mark Scott’s family were
outraged, and Kelly reports that even
David Ervine of the paramilitary Ulster
Volunteer Force, who had initiated the
request for the transfer, issued an
apology! ‘… Scotland's sectarianism is
not just about football… [it] is influential
in everyday life and in the corridors of
power. On the streets, in football
crowds, and within communities,
Campbell's status was enhanced,
because he came close to achieving
the status he sought − loyalist icon
within Scotland. (Kelly, 2003)
The publication of the email and
A ‘copycat’ attempted murder a year accompanying image (above) which
later by a friend of Campbell’s caused implied that the Pope is a paedophile
further outrage, while the conduct of prompted Peter Kearney, director of
Donald Findlay, QC, who defended the Scottish Catholic Media Office to
both men, became the subject of demand his dismissal, stating that the
controversy when, in 1999 (while Vice- offensive material reflected, "deep,
Chairman of Rangers FC), video wide and vicious anti-Catholic hostility"
footage emerged of him singing and argued that anti-Catholicism was
sectarian songs in the aftermath of well-rooted within Scottish society; "It
has existed since the Reformation and
victory in the Scottish Cup Final.
its viciousness was renewed and
Of course, more recent examples of deepened when the first Irish migrants
sectarian-inspired violence have arrived a century and a half ago," he
littered Scottish football.
told the Scotsman newspaper. "Our
grandparents and even our parents
suffered intolerance and persecution.
We will not tolerate it. We will not laugh
it off - because there is no funny side."
http://www.scotsman.com/news/hugh-dallas-e-mail-anexample-of-vicious-anti-catholic-hostility-in-scotland-1836143

Celtic’s manager, Neil Lennon, has
been the victim of assaults on several
occasions, has received death threats,
and several individuals have been
convicted of sending him letter bombs

In the meantime, anti-Catholic bias
continues apace in the media. The
Daily Record was forced to apologise
and retract a false story about a night
out in Newcastle enjoyed by the Celtic
team, falsely branding the players

‘Thugs and Thieves’ in an infamous
front-page headline.
Many of us watched aghast as an
Orange band stopped (illegally)
outside a Catholic Church in Northern
Ireland this year and performed some
of their repertoire to the delight of their
followers.
Media-broadcast video footage of their
baton-wielding stewards attempting to
remove a mobile phone being used by
a Catholic resident to film their
performance ought to be a matter of
concern to us all. What did that have
to do with Scotland? They were playing
‘The
Famine
Song’,
regularly
performed by the supporters of
Rangers Football Club; the lyrics point
out that the Irish Famine is no longer
an issue and recommends that
Scottish Catholics return to the land of
their ancestors’ birth.
The ‘Famine Song’ reflects one strand
of opinion in modern Scotland which is
openly expressed by those opposed to
Catholicism and every manifestation
of any Irish or Catholic community in
the country. With the recent demise of
Rangers FC and the emergence of a
new football club designed to attract
the same support, internet sites
frequented by those people regularly
express views strikingly similar to
those of John White almost a hundred
years ago; they talk of an ‘unseen
Fenian hand’ directing actions against
their football team and against
Protestantism.

Professor Devine, editor of a collection
of essays on the subject entitled
‘Scotland’s Shame’ (2000), famously
gave evidence to the Scottish
Parliament when it was considering the
so-called ‘Sectarian Bill’ in the
Continued on p.20
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aftermath of yet another football Devine had alluded in his evidence,
‘Shame Game’.
stating that 25,000 Rangers supporters
had blatantly committed sectarian
He highlighted the fact that evidence offences by anti-Catholic and anti-Irish
from 2003 demonstrated that only 14% chants throughout the match.
of offences in which religious hatred MacAskill was widely quoted in the
was an aggravating factor took place media praising the atmosphere at
in or around a football match. In other Hampden Park as “… the showpiece
words, 86% of those offences were not final everyone wanted to see, and it
football-related; he further highlighted was a great advert for Scottish football.
the fact that Catholics were twice as The players, management and fans
likely to be victims of sectarian-related contributed to a memorable occasion,
violence as Protestants. He seemed to and I urge that their positive example
become frustrated when the SNP inside the ground is replicated outside
Convener of the Committee, Christine it over the course of the evening and
Grahame MSP, implied that the whole beyond.”
purpose of the new legislation was to
outlaw
political
(rather
than
discriminatory) chanting; this, she
thought, would ‘even things up’ in
terms of convictions from different
religious communities.
Many Catholics became concerned at
that point that there was a perceived
need to ‘even things up’ by securing
convictions against Catholics for
previously-legal political chanting
rather than to convict those guilty of
crimes aggravated by religious hatred
as the existing legislation would have
allowed. Further disquiet later arose
when a promised update covering
relevant statistics between 2003 and
2011 failed to emerge, the data having
been deleted at the behest of SNP
ministers.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/democracylive/hi/scotland/newsi
d_9589000/9589655.stm

Christine Grahame was herself
accused of anti-Catholicism at an
Industrial Tribunal by a former aide,
Mark Hirst.
Labour MSP Michael McMahon stated,
“Questions already exist about Ms
Grahame's neutrality while considering
the so called Bigot Bill as she appears
to believe that more Catholics need to
be arrested to even things up in
society. She clearly cannot be viewed
as an impartial participant in the
process
of
scrutinising
this
controversial legislation and while
these allegations remain under
investigation she should not be
steering the Committee's interrogation
of the Government's unpopular
proposal.”
http://scottishlaw.blogspot.co.uk/2011/11/positionuntenable-calls-for.html

Another SNP Minister, Justice
Secretary
Kenny
MacAskill,
represented the Scottish Government
at the Scottish League Cup Final in
March 2011, to which Professor

The evidence
suggests that
Scotland’s
Catholic community
should be very
careful about
what they
vote for…

SNP Education Minister, Michael
Russell MSP, has the following entry
on the official Register of Interests…
“On election in 2007 I resigned from
active membership of Lodge 1120,
Kyles of Bute, to which I had been
admitted in December 2004.”
A proud, but currently inactive,
Freemason, Mr Russell was once
accused by a Conservative opponent
of ‘sucking up’ to the Orange Order in
Scotland after allegedly describing
Orange Parades as part of Scotland’s
heritage.
Of course, in the last few months
Catholics have watched, openmouthed, as the SNP ordered a
consultation into the subject of
marriage between homosexuals and
then,
when
that
consultation
overwhelmingly
rejected
their
proposals, decided to ignore the
consultation. All main religions in
Scotland oppose these proposals, but
the Catholic response has been
highlighted (again) by politicians and
media. It has been mooted within the
last few weeks that a similar
consultation is to take place on the
provision of religious education within
Scottish schools. This could, of course,

have major implications for Scotland’s
Catholic community.
And all of this takes place against a
backdrop where there are more
Orange Parades in Glasgow than in
Belfast and (London) Derry combined.
From football stadia to paradecongested streets, from educational
provision to concerns over ‘gay
marriage’, the evidence suggests
that Scotland’s Catholic community
should be very careful about what
they vote for; many suspect that the
SNP’s attitude towards Catholicism
is truly, to borrow a phrase from
Tom Devine, Scotland’s Shame.

Andrew McCann is a pseudonym for a
Scottish historian whose identity we are
withholding for professional reasons.

Blog Bytes
Extracts from Catholic Truth
Blog discussions on ecumenism…
Dialogue: A Dangerous Doctrine?
July, 2012
It’s black. It’s white. Dialogue…
awkward customer

Fruits of Ecumenism, April 2010
Female Ministers, same sex partnerships in
the ministry, blessing of same sex
partnerships, a female member of the Trinity,
God the Mother, ambivalence over
euthanasia and abortion to name but a few
little differences. “Saint” John Knox is
probably spinning in his grave as I type this.
The Church of Scotland has been hijacked by
the liberal wing with evangelicals
threatening a split. I would much prefer just
to be civil rather than contribute to the huge
amounts each year that the Catholic Church
in Scotland contributes to ecumenical
relations. James

Failed Ecumenism: Protestants Still
Anti-Pope, August 2009
These prayer meetings aren’t ‘ecumenical’.
They are Protestant. I’ve never been to an
ecumenical meeting that didn’t use a
Protestant order of service, Protestant bibles
and Protestant hymns. Everything remotely
Catholic is hidden away like something
embarrassing – candles are removed, statues
are covered up etc. That’s why Protestants
aren’t interested in the Pope or the Catholic
Church – these meetings are just an extension
of their own denomination. Petrus
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Soho - “Gay” - Masses: Update…
Reporter
Catholic Truth Reader in
London
Back in February
of this year, 2012,
Archbishop
Vincent Nichols of
the Archdiocese
of Westminster
reaffirmed
the
scandalous Soho
‘gay’
Masses,
which
openly
parade and encourage dissent from
Catholic teaching on homosexuality.
The Archdiocese released a statement
on the fifth anniversary of the transfer
of these Masses to the church of Our
Lady of the Assumption and St
Gregory, Warwick Street, Soho.
Archbishop Nichols’ statement, and the
‘Soho Masses Pastoral Council’s
response, can be seen here:

the Masses; through the bidding
prayers at the Masses; through the
dissenting books sold at the Masses;
through the ‘Soho Masses Pastoral
Council’ Younger Adults Group and
other off-shoot groups; in the choice
of celebrants and some of the homilies
given at the Masses; by its open
support for, and promotion of,
dissenting ‘gay’ individuals, groups,
events, resources, magazines, etc.
The public dissent of the ‘Soho
Masses Pastoral Council’ is freely
available to see on-line or by visiting
the Masses, so if Archbishop Nichols
continues to claim that all is well at the
Masses when Catholics complain to
him and send him evidence of dissent,
then he is either guilty of culpable
ignorance, or deliberately misleading
people.

The ‘Soho Masses Pastoral Council’
were highly visible at the recent public
‘gay’ celebration ‘World Pride 2012’
www.sohomasses.com/news-notes
event on July 7th www.pridelondon.org and
One paragraph in the Archbishop’s held its ‘World Pride Mass’ the day
statement gave Catholics hope that after, on July 8th.
these Masses were going to be http://newwaysministryblog.wordpress.com/201
reviewed and purged of the dissent 2/07/08/scenes-from-word-pride-2012-in-london
which underpins and surrounds them: Note the pictures of Soho Masses
“At the present time consideration is founder Martin Pendergast carrying a
being given to the circumstances in ‘New Ways Ministry’ banner, and also
which these Masses are celebrated to of a male couple wearing ‘just married’
ensure that their purpose is respected sashes, holding a ‘Soho Masses’
and that they are not occasions for banner. The dissenting ‘New Ways
confusion or opposition concerning the Ministry’ from the USA, which calls
positive teaching of the Church on the itself a ‘Catholic LGBT’ organisation
meaning of human sexuality or the came to London as part of the ‘Pride’
moral imperatives that flow from that event. ‘New Ways Ministry’ has been
teaching, which we uphold and towards denounced by the US bishops, who
which we all strive.”
said “in no manner is this organization
authorized to speak on behalf of the
Tragically, if anything, the ‘Soho Catholic Church or to identify itself as
Masses Pastoral Council’ has been a Catholic organization”. In spite of
even more confident and brazen in its this, the ‘Soho Masses Pastoral
dissent since Archbishop Nichols’ Council’ promoted a ‘Developing
February statement. The Archbishop LGBT Ministry’ day which was run in
affirmed in that statement that the
London by ‘New Ways Ministry’ on 23rd
Masses are not to be used for
June. A piece from the ‘New Ways
“occasions for confusion or opposition
Ministry’
website
shows
the
concerning the positive teaching of the
connections between them and the
Church” but the ‘Soho Masses Pastoral
‘Soho Masses Pastoral Council’. It
Council’, in virtually every way it
states: “London has a strong Catholic
communicates to others, affirms its
LGBT community, with diocesanintention to continue promoting dissent
sponsored semi-monthly liturgies,
from Catholic teaching: through its
called the Soho Masses. A national
website www.sohomasses.com; through its
organization, Quest, also helps to
Facebook page
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Soho-Masses- facilitate activities and programs there.
L G B T - C a t h o l i c s - t h e i r - f a m i l i e s - a n d - Additionally, Roman Catholic Caucus
friends/149420788463271; through the of the Lesbian & Gay Christian
newsletters and leaflets given out at Movement also coordinates activities.

The blog, QueeringTheChurch.com, is
an excellent resource on news,
opinions and events of concern to
Catholic LGBT people in the UK”.
Terry Weldon of the ‘Soho Masses
Pastoral Council’ continues to run the
‘Queering
the
Church’
blog,
http://queeringthechurch.com
which is
updated daily with outrageous dissent
from Catholic moral teaching, mockery
and blasphemy.
Speculation about the Holy Father’s
sexuality is just one post from earlier
this year:
http://queeringthechurch.com/2012/03/23/ispope-benedict-gay

Weldon is certainly achieving a higher
profile. He was asked to speak about
‘gay marriage’ (which he supports) on
BBC West Midlands radio
http://queeringthechurch.com/2012/05/10/obam
a-gay-marriage-catholics-and-me-bbc-westmidlands and he was also a speaker at

this year’s conference of the other
openly dissenting ‘gay Catholic’ group
in this country called Quest
http://questgaycatholic.org.uk/conferences/conf
erence-2012

Archbishop
Nichols
has
also
shamefully allowed Quest to use
Catholic premises for its Masses and
meetings. Weldon’s talk at the Quest
conference was titled “Blessed are the
Queer in Faith, for they shall inherit the
Church”. In spite of all this, Archbishop
Nichols is seemingly quite content to
let Weldon stay on the ‘Soho Masses
Pastoral Council’ and influence
proceedings, including organising the
rota for readers and Extraordinary
Ministers of Holy Communion and
so-called ‘Pastoral Planning’.
Another attendee of the Soho Masses
is Fr Bernard Lynch SMA. Fr Lynch
used to celebrate Mass for this group
when it was still using the title ‘Roman
Catholic Caucus of the Lesbian & Gay
Christian Movement’ at St Anne’s
Anglican Church in Soho, but hasn’t –
to the best of our knowledge –
celebrated Mass for this group since it
moved to Warwick Street. He has
been overheard bragging at the social
gathering downstairs after the Soho
Mass that he is the first Catholic priest
to be openly gay and ‘married’. Now,
the admission of his ‘marriage’ to
another man has been made very
public in his new book: “If It Wasn’t
Love: Sex, Death and God”.
The ‘Product Description’ of Fr Lynch’s
book on Amazon, written by him,
blasphemously states:- “All Religion is
Continued on p.22
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about the denial of God. This is a book
about Life, Love, Sexuality, Death and
God. It is a story of many people's
stories, but most of all it is my story.
Here for the first time is a truth birthed
from fear and oppression and
redeemed by love. When I first started
putting the book together, I had some
scattered ideas as to how I would do
this. Some of the scenes written in the
early seventies and eighties were
never intended to form part of a whole.
They stood alone, as a lecture here or
an article there. This is in fact true for
most of the project in hand. It is my
hope and indeed my belief that the
book holds together as one man's
attempt to be honest with God. I hasten
to add that in no way is this a holy
book. The words erection and
Resurrection, masturbation and Holy
Mass all appear with equal
authenticity, pain and celebration. It is
no book for the pious or those seeking
a quick fix”.
Fr Lynch also discussed his ‘marriage’
in an interview in the UK national
newspaper The Independent
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/prof
iles/father-bernard-lynch-the-vatican-has-toldthem-to-get-rid-of-me-7619004.html

In his book, on page 135, Fr Lynch lets
the cat out of the bag about the
proclivities of at least one of the Soho
Mass celebrants. An unnamed priest
is quoted as saying: “Bernard Lynch
cannot expect to celebrate Mass for
the (Soho) community if he is honest
and open about his gayness”. Fr
Lynch then goes on to say “This priest
is a friend of mine, gay and sexually
active himself”.
Fr Lynch’s new book is on sale at the
Soho Masses bookstall alongside all
the other dissenting books.
The ‘Soho Masses Pastoral Council’
has recently, on occasions, perhaps in
an attempt to justify the existence of
the Masses, been at pains to highlight
the allegedly marvellous “pastoral
benefits and graces” that have
supposedly been received by those
attending the Masses, including stories
of some who have been away from the
Church for many years, but have
returned as a result of the Soho
Masses. One needs to be very wary
of such ‘conversion’ tales.
The
overwhelming evidence is that the
people go there because they have
found a place to worship on their own
terms – where their dissent will be
affirmed, or at the very least, go
unchallenged. What is occurring at

Soho is certainly not the authentic
pastoral care for homosexuals
mandated in the 1986 Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith document.
Ironically, any person with same-sex
attraction issues who had genuinely
converted
and
fully
accepted
Magisterial teaching on homosexuality
and related issues, wouldn’t go
anywhere near the Soho Masses – and
there have definitely been examples of
homosexual people who have
attended and been shocked by what
they witnessed and never went there
again – one such example was
recounted on the front page of the
EnCourage
newsletter
dated
November 2010. So, when the ‘Soho
Masses Pastoral Council’ make these
claims, the evidence needs to be
examined more closely, as it will bear
little or no scrutiny.

What is occurring at Soho is
certainly not the authentic
pastoral care for homosexuals
mandated in the 1986
Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith document.
Ironically, any person with
same-sex attraction issues who
had genuinely converted and
fully accepted Magisterial
teaching on homosexuality and
related issues, wouldn’t go
anywhere near the Soho Masses
The lay organisation Pro Ecclesia et
Pontifice organise a prayer vigil outside
these Masses. For further details see
www.proecclesia.com

If you are unable to attend, please pray
the rosary at home for an end to this
sacrilege, and please continue to write
and complain to Archbishop Vincent
Nichols and also the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith, at the
addresses in the box below.
Archbishop Vincent Nichols,
Archbishop's House
Ambrosden Avenue,
London SW1P 1QJ
England
Email: archbishop@rcdow.org.uk
Archbishop Gerhard Ludwig Müller.
Prefect for The Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith and Pontifical
Commission "Ecclesia Dei"
Piazza del S. Uffizio ll,
00l93 Rome
Italy
Europe
Email: cdf@cfaith.va

"... I would surely prefer to be thrown into the
well like Joseph who informed his father of his
brothers' foul crime, than to suffer the penalty
of God's fury, like Eli, who saw the wickedness
of his sons and remained silent. (Sam 2:4) ...
Who am I, when I see this pestilential practice
flourishing in the priesthood to become the
murderer of another's soul by daring to
repress my criticism in expectation of the
reckoning of God's judgment? ...
How, indeed, am I to love my neighbour as
myself if I negligently allow the wound, of
which I am sure he will brutally die, to fester
in his heart? ...
So let no man condemn me as I argue against
this deadly vice, for I seek not to dishonour,
but rather to promote the advantage of my
brother's well-being. Take care not to appear
partial to the delinquent while you persecute
him who sets him straight. If I may be
pardoned in using Moses' words, 'Whoever is
for the Lord, let him stand with me.' (Ezek
32:26)" St Peter Damian, Book of Gomorrah

Christian Joy
Editor
Rev I.M. Jolly,
played by
Rikki Fulton in
Scotch & Wry,
Hogmanay
show, (poking
fun at miserable
“Christians”…)

Referring to his visits to our blog, one
gentleman wrote:
“When I visit Catholic Truth I see no
joy in the Faith, I see no love for
others…”
Now, we’d all just indulged in an
enjoyable exchange of jokes and
some leg-pulling Edinburgh Vs
Glasgow banter, so he was being a
tad unfair, but, still, as the Poet Burns
reminds us, it’s always useful to “see
ourselves as ithers see us…” not
least because we don’t want to be
included in the famous prayer of St
Teresa of Avila: “Lord, from sourfaced saints preserve us!”
It is true that some people do find the
current crisis in the Church very
dispiriting and I’ve certainly heard
complaints about feeling “uptight”
and “stressed out” about it all. That
is a manifestation of the devil at work,
so we must resist, at all costs, the
temptation to worry about what is
happening in the Church: apart from
any detriment to our spiritual lives,
it’s completely pointless. We do
whatever we can to contribute to the
building up of the Kingdom of God on
earth and leave the rest to Him.
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Dumb and
Dumber
Hello there Father, sorry to interrupt you during
Mass but I just wanted to alert you to the latest
tweet from me, tweetie pie! I know you won’t
want to miss it! Some of the Twits on Twitter
are saying that priests ought not to be using
their ipads during Mass - how luddite is that ?
Anyway, I’ve tweeted my mind, you’ll be SO pleased!
What’s that, you’ve a text coming In? Oops, Sorry. Bye!

…Rest in peace. Amen. By the way,
folks, over there you’ll find
recycling bins where you can
bring all your empty bottles and
unwanted papers etc. must do our
bit for the environment. Doesn’t
do to be so heavenly minded that
we’re no earthly use, now, does it?

What IS Bishop Fellay
thinking?
Reconcile with Rome?
Who needs Rome - we’ve
got Bishop Williamson

You won’t catch ME
tiptoeing through the
tulips. I will not
submit to Rome, I tell
you!
I’m a “Traddie” - a
Traditional Catholic!

I’m SO glad catholics can use Natural Family Planning
all the time, now. Puts an end to all those large families
there used to be. I don’t mind if they have one more, I
would quite like a brother or sister, but not too many.
really I want everything for me, me, me! I heard Daddy
saying that, too. And Mummy wants a few holidays and
another car before I get a baby brother or sister. Me, Me,
Me! Hurrah !
Baby cartoon by Frozart
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From the editor...

Thy will be done on earth,
as it is in heaven…

Dear Reader ...

I avoid writing about prayer. Most perhaps many of us (myself, certainly)
Catholics know they need to pray, and, would not have kept the Faith.
anyway, I’m far from being any kind of
Mario Luigi Cardinal Ciappi, Papal
spiritual guru.
Theologian to Paul VI, John Paul I and
Recently, however, I’ve become aware Pope John Paul II, stated in his letter
that there is a fairly widespread to a Professor Baumgartner of
disregard for what should be the Saltzburg that in the Third Secret it is
default position of every Catholic at revealed, among other things, that the
prayer; that all prayer must be directed great apostasy in the Church will begin
to achieving “God’s will” - not “my will”. at the top. (cf Devil’s Final Battle).
If our prayer is thus correctly ordered
we save ourselves a lot of interior
suffering, or so the great saints teach.
We won’t become sinfully angry if
things don’t work out as we’d like, nor
will we become depressed and
miserable. On the contrary, the saints
say, we will be at peace in our souls
and filled with authentic Christian joy.
That doesn’t mean, necessarily, that
we become walking joke books. It
means that we will be happy and at
peace in our innermost being, living
testimony to these insightful words of
St Peter Damian:
“Do not be depressed. Do not let your
weakness make you impatient,
Instead, let the serenity of your spirit
shine through your face. Let the joy of
your mind burst forth. Let words of
thanks break from your lips.” (St. Peter
Damian, Bishop and Doctor of the Church)

Reading this newsletter is, I’ve been
told, depressing to the point of despair.
Charming. One does one’s best.
Of course, I do appreciate that it can
be dispiriting to witness the ongoing
disorientation and scandals in the
Church. However, God is permitting
this crisis in the Church. He sent His
Mother to Fatima in 1917 to prepare
us for it. Our over-riding condition of
soul ought, really, then, to be one of
awe. We should be conscious of the
great privilege of finding ourselves
living through this period in history. We
should be thankful for the graces given
to us which enable us to recognise, for
what it is, the truly terrible diabolical
disorientation in the world and in the
Church.
Above all, we should be grateful that
God has equipped us to hold fast to
the truths of the Faith in the face of the
Modernism engulfing the hierarchies
of the world and even Rome itself.
Except for the goodness of God in
sending His Mother to Fatima to
prepare us for the coming turmoil,

So, while popes and bishops “doubt as
Peter doubted” to quote Mons. Pacelli,
the future Pope Pius XII, 1 we must get
on with the task in hand, which is to
keep and spread the Faith. Worrying
about the state of the Church is an
indulgence none of us can afford. Mind
you, as a friend pointed out to me
recently, tongue in cheek, worrying
does work: surveys show that ninety
percent of the stuff we all worry about,
never happens…
That the “liberal” Bishop Müller should
be appointed to the top Vatican
department charged with defending
doctrine, is reprehensible, to say the
least. But allowing ourselves to become
anxious about such scandals is
pointless and un-Christian. The Church
cannot defect from Christ’s revelation.
That is the the divine guarantee.
Despair then, is out. Rather, we should
take the sound advice given to the bride
by her mother: don’t go to bed angry stay up and fight! Fighting is what
confirmed Soldiers of Christ, members
of the Church Militant, do. Keeping our
heads down, as I’ve heard some
allegedly “traditional” Catholics advise,
is not an option. We cannot live as
though we are not part of the Church.
We must act to do whatever we can to
counter the apostasy all around us. It’s
either that or be part of the problem.
Indeed, it’s either that, or deny our
Catholic Faith. Schism anyone?
"I am worried by the Blessed Virgin's messages to
Lucy of Fatima. This persistence of Mary about the
dangers which menace the Church is a divine
warning against the suicide of altering the Faith, in
Her liturgy, Her theology and Her soul. … I hear all
around me innovators who wish to dismantle the
Sacred Chapel, destroy the universal flame of the
Church, reject Her ornaments and make Her feel
remorse for Her historical past. A day will come
when the civilized world will deny its God, when the
Church will doubt as Peter doubted. She will be
tempted to believe that man has become God. In our
churches, Christians will search in vain for the red
lamp where God awaits them. Like Mary Magdalene,
weeping before the empty tomb, they will ask, 'Where
have they taken Him?'" - Roche, Pie XII Devant

“All that the beginner in
prayer has to do - and you
must not forget this, for it is
very important - is to labour
and be resolute and prepare
himself with all possible
diligence to bring his will into
conformity with the will of
God. …[Y]ou may be quite
sure that this comprises the
very greatest perfection which
can be attained on the
spiritual road.”
St. Teresa of Avila

1

“Nothing can come
but what God wills.”
St Thomas More

L'Historie, p. 52-53.
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